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Administration is getting
tough on smoking policy
By Barbara Langley
Daily stall woe,
With the ’,Alsip of its iron fist,
SJSUs administration pounded out one
problem only to create another.
While trying it) combat complaints
of smoking in a Wahlquist Library
North hallway, last week the Environmental Health and Occupational Safety
department removed the bright orange
padded benches and metal ashtray along
a first floor corridor.
Although the furniture wasn’t the
initial target, its placement was in violation tit the state lire marshal’s regulaalong with the
tions. so it had to go
smokers. And now everyone loses out
in the break area.
"All we were asking hit %\ as the

installation ol no -smoking signs and lite

removal of ashtrays.’’ said Steve Sloan,
president of Chapter 307 of the California State Employees Association, who
filed the complaint on behalf ()Chi). coworkers. "Instead. the administration
went with the sledgehammer approach
Employees had complained because they have to walk through the
area during the day. Sloan said in a letter to Health and Safety officers.
But according to smokers who use
the hallway as a break area, there were
no signs stating the no-smoking policy.
"We were never told not to
tsmoke)." said Kay Norton. an admissions and records employee. "No one
Cer SMOKE. back page

Student leaders to celebrate
More than $900 approved for directors’ awards party
II) Koh 7%. Olt
Daily stall writer

a people v) ho serve on these committees
any recognition," said A S
president Jim Walters.
Walters, who as chairman of the
board is not allowed to vote except to
break ties, said he "absolutely" would
have voted for the measure if he could
have.
The vote on the ceremony was 10-0
with two abstentions.
Damian Trujillo. A.S. director of
communications, acknowledged the expenditure was "a lot of money, but a lot of
directors don’t get the recognition they deserve for the time they put in."
Trujillo voted for the measure.
Both Walters and Trujillo said the
$930 money will he wisely spent utter last
year’s affair. The event was held at Lou’s
Village Restaurant and cost 52000.
Walters said he took the 5-hy-7-inch
nes o gel

The Associated Students Board ot Directors is spending 5930 to throw a party.
It will beheld at 5 p.m. in the liniversity Room of the Student Union on May 2
and will he catered by Spartan Shops.
You probably aren’t invited.
The A.S. directors voted March 28 to
throw the awards party and decided to appropriate the money front their general
fund. The fund is paid for with a percentage of student fees.
The awards ceremony. an A.S. tradition since 1987, will have guests who have
served on A.S. committees and some representatives from university departments.
No clubs or other organizations will be
represented.
The ceremony. "is about giving reciaatition to people who have helped, a lot

’There’s only $6,000
left in the special
allocations fund. This
is bull.’
Blair Whitney.
Community Affairs director
plaque he was awarded. hut boycotted thc
ceremony because "one, the cost xsas WilS
too high. and two, they had a bar which I
don’t agree with.
There will he no alcoholic beverages
at the ceremony this year.
Walters said the 5930 this year is
"appropriate.’ and said the amount of
money spent last year on the project
"made me sick
At the March 28 meeting A.S. Pres,
See PARTY. funk Mil’,

Council to decide
if department will
remain accredited

Duck, cover and hold

By Kevin J. Well
Daily staff writer

The worst that could happen to
the department of journalism and
mass communications would be a
provisional
re-accreditation,
according to Kenneth Blase, the
department chairman, following a
national accreditation committee
meeting in Chicago Sunday.
A member of the accreditation
committee told Blase that it would
recommend a provisional re-accreditation to the council. Susan
Shaw, the executive director of the
committee, notified Blase of the
decision Tuesday.
The committee meets once a
year to evaluate the accrediting of
schools and reports its findings to
the Accrediting Council on Education in Journalism and Mass Communication.
The council will meet in May to
consider the recommendation. The
decision follows an evaluation
made by one of the council’s accreditation teams in February.
The terms of the recommendai ion and the provisional are expected to he sent to the department
within the first two weeks of April,.
according to Blase.
to appeal the rec!flaw in is
Ken Kwok

Daily

Earthquake drill meets up with varied responses
It

dtwrence J. Salisbury

Except for disrupted classes.
there were few problems in Tuesday morning’s "Duck. Cover
and Hold" evacuation drill.
Evaluations aren’t complete
yet. but few problems occured
that were not expected by the
school. said Richard A. Staley,
emergency preparedness coordinator.
The drill was designed to test
SJSUs response to an emergency. similar to the Oct. 17
earthquake. and point out any
weaknesses in the evacuation
plan.
The biggest problem involved

moving students away from
buildings and into safe, clear
areas, he said.
"In a real emergency. buildings might he a risk but for some
reason, most people didn’t want
to move away from them." Staley said.
Although many students were
glad of the opportunity to miss
class, some were upset with the
disruption.
"Until we invent a warning
system to tell us that earthquakes
are coming, its superfluous. If
an earthquake really hit, everyone would just run out of building anyway." said SJSU student
Mark K lick

One potential problem, that of
communication during the evacuation, went very smoothly. Staley said.
All communications were handled by a central dispatchei located in the emergency operations center, which was in the
faculty and staff cafeteria. Dispatcher Rosanna Fitzgerald communicated with UPD officers via
radio to make sure all trouble
spots were covered. Staley said.
really
went
"Everything
smoothly because dispatch handled all the calls so well," said
UPI) cadet Murillo.
In several buildings. alarms
didn’t work or weren’t loud

See
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Professor Flick’s broadcasting class participates in the earthquake preparedness drill in !high Gillis Hall

Daily staff writer

Isin’ (11 the meeting
in May .
The school is currently an :it:
credited program.
The major concern of the evaluation was the number of units
taken outside the department and
the number taken in the liberal arts
and sciences. SJSUs requirements
for the major do not comply with
the 12 standards of the accrediting
council. Blase said.
The standard requires that 90
units he taken outside the department and 65 in the liberal arts and
sciences.
"The catalog had students on a
program track that if they took the
maximum of the 33 to 36 units
within the department. they would
only have 88 outside.’ Blase said.
The department went on a large
undertaking by surveying the transcripts of all SJSU students who
graduated in 1987-1988 and 19881989. With nearly 400 students
and five transcripts per student, the
department had 2.000 transcripts
to count tor one ) ear.
the tql1"%tt Fes Calt.:1.1 that the department vs as out ot compliance
with the standard.
111111101t1;1111,11

enough to be heard. People in
Wahlquist Library South weren’t
aware of the drill because they
couldn’t hear their alarm. Staley
said.
The school expected to have
trouble with the alarm system
and the chancellor’s office has
allocated $1.25 million for the
installation of a new system.
which will be installed by the end
of the year. Staley said.
To assist with the alarms, an
announcer read a prepared
statement over the Tower Hall
public address system, telling
students and faculty what to do
during the evacuation.

What they didn’t tell
you in history class
Prof says students should learn from past
By Jamie Pitts
Daily staff writer

Students and I aculR members
were told Tuesday afternoon that
distortions in education have
caused a distorted society.
Douglas Dowd. an SJSU professor of economics, speaking to a
group of students and faculty
members, said that in order to get a
good education students and faculty members need to be more like
salmons and swim against the current once in a while.
"It’s not what is taught, but
what isn’t taught" that cheats students and Americans out of understanding their society. Dowd said.

During the talk Dom.d used the
economics and history departments
to explain some of the "distortions
in U.S. history."
"The university is always a mirror of society. ’ 1/owd said.
Dowd said that nobody has used
history to explain the past and vat
parts of the past are still affecting
us today. If you go hack and study
slavery, it will help explain how
racism prior to and after the civil
rights movement has evolved, he
said.
"History is dead but it also lives
v..ith us with ferocity and racism
See SPEECH, back page

Children from development center go on parade
By Lisa B. Cuellar
Daily staff writer

High-pitched squeals reverberated through campus Monday
when tiny feet came skipping and
bouncing through Ninth Street toward the Student Union.
Holding the ribbon leashes of
bright balloons, more than 40 children from the Frances Gulland
Child Development Center paraded from the center to the Student Union and about campus.
The center, founded in 1972 by
an SJSU professor, is located on
10th and San Carlos streets and
provides inexpensive child care for
SJSU students.
The balloon parade demonstration was part of a Children’s Week

celebration at the center. said
Frances Roth. director of the children’s center.
The purpose of the demonstration was to try to "get people’s attention to know that we’re there."
said Lisa Espanol. a student majoring in resource management who
has a son. Ian.
"Irs great having your child so
close to campus. It’s hard to find
good quality day care." Espanol
said.
"He’s up and dressed before I
am." she said of her son’s interest
in the center.
Organizing 40 2 -year-olds to 6year-olds in preparation for the parade, was not so difficult when the
kids were happily singing "Twin-

kle Twinkle ’ and "Little Bunny
Fufu."
The kids wiggled with their balloons over to the Student Union in
expectation of seeing their displayed artwork on the third floor.
As the kids entered the union.
SJSU students smiled and said.
"Hi" to the little ones.
The kids then walked, somewhat more sluggishly. to the fountain for sonic popcorn.
Vickie Monroe, a student majoring in accounting who transferred
in fall of 1989, watched her son
Gabe walk with the rest of the
kids.
She said it was a relief not to
have that large expense for child
care. and that she didn’t have to

wait on a long waiting list, because
of her status on welfare.
"When I got in . it was considered a priority." Monroe said.
A Trike-a-thon. a fund-raiser for
the center, has been planned. It
will entail getting students to
gather pledges for riding tricycles
around the art quad in front of the
Student Union.
"Everybody has a hall,"
Thomas said. "Have you ever seen
an adult ride a tricycle?" The center is subsidized by a few groups.
including Associated Students, the
California State University Chan
cam’s Office, and the State Depanment of Education.

Celeste Cook

Daily staff photographer
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Other Viewpoints

Human touch
is fading

The San Francisco Chronicle
on Modesto cruising ban
I hat teen-age I
oi passage
the mating ritual
is heels known as cruising
has evidently become
too dangerous and oppressive to allow on its home
ground.. The Modesto City Council soled to clamp
down on this ego-boosting auto parade With its sole.
4 111i of small-town America dimmed An age of mohinted innocence went glimmering.
The roar of engines and haze of exhaust have always cloaked this automotive rite. But critics say it
has changed since the days when filmmaker George
Lucas managed to imprint as rules and practices deep
in the U.S. psyche with his movie, "American Graffiti." Since that time. Modesto’s weekend cruising
ritual has seen a murder, robberies, gang activity, assaults. drugs. thefts. vandalism and confiscation of
hand grenades.
The ham will doubtless make life more livable.
Still, one can shed a tear for a time of exuberance and
harmless high spirits no.... lost
The Fresno Bee
on gender bias in courts
Findings ot geode’ his iii Calliornia’s judicial
%)%tem are hardly surprising. The committee of the
state Judicial Council that reported the findings was
tirst established hy former Chief Justice Rose Bird.
and subsequently expanded by Chief Justice Malcolm
Lucas. in response to widespread complaints about
the handling of women and women’s issues in California’s courts, jails and police stations.
Given the findings, the report’s recommendatiims, most of them, make sense, among them the institutionalization of anti-bias provisions in judges’
codes of conduct, law school curricula and bar exams:
simplifying procedures for obtaining restraining orders against domestic violence, and setting up prosecution of domestic violence cases.
At the same time. a few are dubious. Beginning
each court session with a statement that no bias will be
tolerated as the report suggests, would call attention
to something that should be taken for granted...
Probably the most important remedy, as the report points out, is to increase the percentage of
women lawyers in the court.
It has been disappointingly slow on the bench:
Roughly 10 percent of California’s judges were
women when Gov. Jerry Brown left office early in
1983: it has reached barely 13 percent in the seven
years since.
Changing that percentage should be one of the
priorities of the next governor. With enough political
will and sensitivity, it ought not he too difficult to accomplish.
I I
The Oxnard Press-Courier
on legislative transportation
’Z’Oiven California’s ’fiscal constraints, the Legislature ought to he sorely embarrassed by reports of
lay/Makers’ using sergeants-at-arms and chauffers as
peisonal servants an annual cost to taxpayers of
$2.3 million. These abuses include:
Assemblyman Richard Polanco. D-Los Angeles. who works out daily at the Capital Athletic
Club and almost always requests a ride for the fourblock trip.
Assemblyman John Vasconcellos. D-Santa
’
Clara. who on weekends has a sergeant drive him
home in his convertible so he can relax and read on
the way, while another sergeant follows in a second
car to bring the first driver back.
Assemblyman Elihu Harris. D-Oakland. who
sent a sergeant to his home to turn off a crock pot and
put it in the refrigerator.
; Assemblyman Pete Chacon. D-San Diego,
who had a sergeant drive his wife from their home in
Placerville 40 miles outside of Sacramento to the San
Francisco airport to pick up their son.
Assemblywoman Sunny Mojonnier. R-Encinita4. who frequently has her son chauffered home from
his Sacramento high school. On one occasion, she
evrn dispatched a sergeant to deliver a sleeping hag.
blankets and snacks to her son in Nevada City.
Other services have included driving legislators
:mil their children to hall games, movies and rock concerts. carrying out their garbage and moving their furniture.
; All told, the Legislature has at its disposal 36
chbuffers. . stand there) are are 82 sergeants-at-arms
who provide security within the Capitol. Their job
should not include catering to the personal whims of
legislators.
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shock of the recent ads ancements in
THE
technology seems to creep up at the weirdest times. I never expected it to hit when I
stepped into an Arby’s restaurant last weekend.
The first thing ms friend and I noticed was
the lack of loud chatter between the cashiers and
the hungry customers. What was left instead
was silence.
When we stepped up to the front of the
line. we noticed why. The Arby’s on Stevens
Creek Boulevard has replaced the employee-operated cash registers with touch-sensitive comare totally operated by the
screens
pu terthat
customers
It looked sort of like a television screen
with colorful pictures. The menu appeared on
the screen along with the prices. I was supposed
to touch the sandwich I wanted.
Alter I finished my order, the computer
asked one last time if I was sure I didn’t want
any curly -fries or cookies, just like the real
thing. Then, the total appeared and the one person behind the counter took my money and
gave me my change.

UNLV win gives Big West recognition
When the University of Nevada
at Las Vegas won the NCAA basketball championship Monday
night. the people in Las Vegas
weren’t the only ones who henefitted.
The Runnin Rebels’ victory
was also a victory for the Big West
Conference. As the only marquee
and household name in the conference. UNLV gets most of the attention when the Big West is mentioned.
Late in the second half Monday.
when UNLV had the championship wrapped up. the fans at McNicholls Arena in Denver began
chanting "Big West. Big West."
They were showing their support
for a conference, which is constantly overlooked and slighted.
The Big West plays in the
shadow of the Pac- 10 conference.
Whenever west coast games are
televised, you can bet it will be
UCLA, USC. Arizona or Washington. That goes for just about
every sport.
That isn’t fair. There are plenty
of good athletic programs in the
Big West. In fact, in some sports
the Big West is better than the
10. It’s just that the Pac-10 schools
have a better tradition and are centered in bigger markets than are the
Big West schools.
The Pac-10 has teams in Los
Angeles, Seattle. Tuscon and the
Bay Area The Big West, though.
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BY RANDY ROBERTSON

By winning the
national
championship,
UNLV put the Big
West conference in
the spotlight.
has teams in Stockton. Fresno and
New Mexico. Naturally the big
television contracts go to the teams
in the larger markets.
Once on television, the schools
are seen by people across the nation. That only helps in recruiting
and putting more attention on those
schools. Who is going to go to
Stockton when UCLA and Stanford are the ones getting the publicity?
SJSU is a member of the Big

West conference. Fortunately, San
Jose is a large metropolitan area.
so the school is better off than
some others. But few athletes
come to SJSU from other areas.
Schools like USC and Notre Dame
annually get top players from all
across the country.
By winning the national championship. UNLV put the Big West
conference in the spotlight. As that
crowd was cheering for the Big
West, the CBS announcers had no
choice hut to comment on the conference. They noted that the conference had three teams in the
NCAA tournament, and another
(Long Beach St.) that should have
been invited.
The Big West is strong in many
sports. In baseball, there have been
five Big West teams ranked in the
top 25 this season more
than
the other conferences. And, SJSU
has won the NCAA women’s golf
championship two out of the last
three years.
Just because the Runnin’ Rebels
won the championship doesn’t
mean that the Big West will become a dominant conference. But.
it does remind people that the conference is there, and there are a lot
of schools with good programs
who deserve some recognition.
Randy Robertson is a Daily staff
writer

Basketball team ’Jams’ to success
Now that basketball season is
over and I’m done writing game
stories for the Daily. I can get a
few things off my chest. During
the course of the year I covered
three or four San Jose Jammers
games.
Who?
That’s right. San Jose has its
own semi-pro basketball team that
plays in a league called the Continental Basketball Association.
They also call the Event Center at
San Jose State their home court.
But its not really surprising that
many people don’t know about the
Jammers. They get very little ink
in local newspapers. It wasn’t until
this semester when there was a true
hoop fan on staff (guess who?) that
the games were covered with any
remote consistency.
So. if you’ve never heard about
the Jammers. let me bring you up
to speed. The Jammers made it to
the second round of the playoffs in
this, their inaugural season, but
were defeated by the Rapid City
Thrillers in a best-of-five series
last week.
The team just finished its first
year as a CBA franchise and
posted a 27-37 overall record (including playoff games).
Man-to-man defense means the
games are packed with excitement
and scores usually run into the
triple digits.
There is plenty of action and
plenty of personality with players
like Scooter Barry. stout Dwayne
’Pearl" Washington. Gillery and

REPORTERS’ FORUM

weren’t more tans, more students
and more media.
A playoff appearance is a big
deal when its a local high school or
college team. It should be even
more newsworthy when its nearpro.
It’s not as though they’ve been
unsuccessful and deserve to be forgotten.
I’m from Sacramento and have
watched the NBA Kings suffer
through five pitiful seasons and yet
have every home game sold out.

There is plenty of
action and plenty of
personality with
players like Scooter
Barry, stout Dwayne
"Pearl"
Washington, Gillery
and David
"B0000000ne".
David ’’fiti000000ne’
Add the three-point shots from
Chip Engelland on the point and
you have a team with as much finesse as it has heart.
The thing is, the Jammers have
played their hearts out only to have
meager crowd support and little or
no press coverage.
Each time I watched the Jammers play, I wondered why there

Sports writers in Sacramento
often wish they could forget the
Kings because it gets so painful to
write about their failures day after
day.
But Sacramento fans turn out
regularly to cheer their Kings who
could be downed solidly by the
Jammers on a good night.
Sure the fans sometimes come
not to see the Kings but superstars
such as Larry Bird or Michael Jordan when their teams are the opponents.
But how do you explain a sold
out game against a fellow cellardweller like the Miami Heat?
The CBA may be little brother
to the NBA but having a winning
team should he more than enough
to make up for it.
Tamara Thmnpson is a Daily staff
writer

THIS was the only human contact I had during the order.
I even had to pour my own Coke.
At first my friend and I thought it was intriguing to be able to do our own ordering.
avoiding the usual communication problems
with the cashiers. But after a while. I thought
about it and came up with a few questions about
whom the new system might affect.
First, what if the person who is ordering
can’t read. There are many people who can’t
read hut have no problem ordering because they
can tell the cashier what he or she wants. This
might cause embarrassment to a person who
can’t read and that person might he too frustrated to go back.
Also, what if the customer doesn’t read
English but can speak it in broken words. This
is quite likely in California. a state with many
non-English-speaking residents. Will the computers he bilingual, like some cashiers? Most
likely the computers will in the near future.
On a lighter note. I was wondering if people would he more likely to order that extra
apple pie or chocolate cookie if they didn’t have
to verbally tell a person they wanted it.
Let’s face it, it’s easier to he a pig if you
don’t have to tell someone to their lace that you
are. Right?
So, the amount of hed people order may
increase with these new machines. which would
not he such a wonderful thing in a country with
the most overweight people in the world.
I also wondered if I would be telling my
children 10 years from now of how, when I was
young. there were actually people working behind the counters at last food restaurants.
If this continues, what would stop owners
Irons replacing the food makers with computers
and machines?
Pretty soon, we will walk into Arby’s.
punch in our order and have a machine spit out
our sandwiches.
’The thing that bothered me the most was
the silence in the restaurant. Fast food places are
made to be filled with obnoxious people
screaming their orders at the cashiers who in
turn scream at the food makers. Although it is
more pleasant to eat a meal somewhere quiet, it
just isn’t the same.
Jill McLaughlin is an associate editor

Letters to the Editor

More to ROTC than action
Editor.
I would like to respond to the April 3 article regarding the ROTC program. I think it’s amazing that
people speak of abolishing the ROTC program because "it squelches academic freedom," when by
abolishing ROTC, it in turn squelches the academic
freedom for those of us who wish to enroll in the
ROTC program.
Bud Anderson states that the university is essentially training people to kill. If you think that, then
maybe we should abolish the physics department bc-.
cause they may someday make nuclear weapons that
could kill people. While we are at it, we could go
ahead and abolish the administration of justice department because "cops shoot to kill."
Yes. Mr. Anderson, there is a difference between ROTC cadets and Nazi death camps personnel.
The Nazi camps personnel were sadistic and cruel. To
even he compared to someone like the "Bitch of Buchenwald" is painful to hear. If that was your intention Mr. Anderson, then I would like to say "Job well
done."
Susan Helsley
Freshman
administration of justice/military science

Letter policy
The Spartan Daily welcomes letters to the editor. All letters may he edited for grammar, libel and
length. The writer’s name, class level, major and
home phone number (nm for publication) must accompany all letters. Letters may be delivered to the
Spartan Daily newsroom in Wallumist Library
North 104 or the Student Union inlOrmation desk.
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David I.in shows rare professional form as he prenitres to sink the nine hall in the side pocked. I.in.

ichael Caulfield Daily staff photographer
left, and Xiitlrew Burke played pool last Thurs
day on the eighth floor (pfJoe West Hall.

SpartaGuide
SpartaGuide is a daily calendar
available to SJSU student, faculty
and staff organizations at no charge.
Forms are available in the Daily
newsroom, Wahlquist Library North
Room 104 and at the Information
Center of the Student Union. The
deadline for entries is 10 a.m. No
phone-in items will be accepted.
TODAY
CYCLING CLUB: Weekly meeting, 7 p.m ,
S.U. Montalvo Room Call 292-2511
WSFCU: First Student Signup Campaign,
10 a m. to 1 p.m., im front of Student Union.
Cal 243-7419 or 947-7273.
ARMY ROTC: Bunny shoot (also Friday,
Apnl 6), 9.30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., Macquarrie
Hall.
PHI CHI THETA: General meeting, 630
p.m., S U. Coatanoan Room
STUDENT ACTIVITIES AND SERVICES
(OLD CAFETERIA BULDING): Absent
voter ballot applications, available lor June 5
primary election.
, . ,
LESBIAN/GAY AND BISEXUAL ALLIANCE:Meeting and party. 430 p.m. to 6-30
p.m . SU Guadalupe Pm Call 236-2002.
CHICANO COMMENCEMENT COMMITTEE: Finalizing events before Spring Break
New
Members Welcome, 5:30 pm.
Wahlquist Library 3rd floor: Chicano Library
Call 452-7460.

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS: Meeting,
noon. Campus Christian Center flower
level). 10th and San Carlos
CATHOUC NEWMAN COMMUNITY: "X
Need Not Apply Prejudice and Privilege,"
7 p m.. Campus Ministry Center 110th and
San Carlos). Call 298-0204
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL: Weekly
Meeting, 7 p.m.. S.U. Pacheco Room: information table, 10 am. to 2 pm.in front of
the Student Union. Call 257-6050
RE-ENTRY PROGRAM: Brown Bag
Lunches. noon, Admin 223. Call 924-5930
PHYSICS SEMINAR: MS Crowder of IBM
on -Study of Semiconductors by Electron
Paramegnetic Resonance." 130 p.m Science Bldg 251 Ca11924-5267.
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT
CENTER: Careers for Environmental studies maiors, 9 am. S.0 Almaden. Co-op
orientation. 1:30 p.m S.U. Guadalupe Call
924-6030.
.
,.
PREMED CLUB: Meeting. guest speaker.
1 30 p.m . DH 345
STUDENT CA TEACHERS ASSOCIATION: Student Teacher panel. 3 p
SH
331 Ca11270-8469
FRIDAY
SOCIETY OF LATINO ENGINEERS AND
SCIENTISTS: General meeting’GE requirements workshop. 12 30 pm, Chicano Re-

source Center Call 924-3830
AKBAYAN: Roller skating, 730 pm 10 9:30
p m CalSkate Milpitas Call 947-0290 or
773-0675
SAN JOSE STATE FOLK DANCE CLUB:
Class and Requests (drop-ins welcome), 8
pm. to 1030 pm. Women’s gym, Spartan
Complex (Room 89) Call 293-1302 or 2876369
CENTER FOR BEETHOVEN STUDIES:
Recital of Beethoven’s music for cello and
piano by faculty members Robert Sayre and
John Delevoryas. 7:30 p.m. SJSU Concert
Hall. Call 924-4590
SPARTACUS: Programmer from General
Electric’s Nuclear Division speaks about
control room cable layout, 11:30 am ENG
486. Call 241-7567.
SATURDAY

SPARTAN ONLY
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YesterDady

Galarza
discussion
presented

Poolin’ around
row

l7

Becuase many students are not
fin a ampu% tiers dos YeSier0014
provide.% readerA with a recap of
the precious day’ s top stories.
Hazing, drug and alcohol violations were among the reasons for
SJSU’s chapter of Pi Kappa Alpha
fraternity suspension last week by
the organization*, national headquarters.
The "1990 Women of San Jose
State" calendar, produced by the
Pikes last fall, was not the only
reason for the suspension. said
John Mooney, director of chapter
services for Pi Kappa Alpha’s national headquarters.
C]

By Adolfo I tares
Daily Me wider
The SJSU Hispanic Faculty and
Staff Association will present the
sixth annual Ernesto Galarza Symposium on Thursday in the Student
Union.
Galarza was a man who became
involved in education for minorities and helped the farmworkers’
movement. He was the writer of
many books and novels dealing
with farmworkers, industry, revolution and children’s books.
This event will feature speakers
relating experiences with Galarza
and how he was able to deal with
the pressures during his life, said
Hector Garcia, social studies professor.
The keynote speaker. Faustina
Solis, professor emeritus Inuit
University of California at San
Diego, will address the impact Ga lam had on education, econoni
ics. farmworkers, work conditions, and community issues, he
said.
’Community Organization will
provide scholarships for student,
with academic excellence and that
have shown concern for Hispan
ics," Garcia said.
The association will try to keep
his memory alive by holding the
event in his honor. Garcia said. Although his memory will always be
alive, because of his family. nu
merous friends. disciplines and associates. he added.

Three intruders entered a Spartan Village apartment through an
unlocked window around 6 a.m.
Sunday and tried to make off with
belongings and the truck of a
sleeping resident

The suspects, who are believ
to ts: itoeniles. were still al large
Tuesday afternoon. said 14 khart1
Staley . public intormarion iilfiei
for the t
The condemned Spartan City
scheduled to become the target of
bulldozers next week if given the
OK from the Forensic Analytical
Specialties Inc.. an asbestos testing lab.
An Academic Senate committee
is drafting an alcohol and drug pot
icy that will serve as an alcohol
guideline for campus organization,
and advertisers.
The policy still needs to be approved by the senate and signed IV
SJSU President Gail Fullerton.

L:1
Four Associated Students direr: tors will be chosen in a run-off .
election Wednesday and today.

DONT LOUNGE
AROUND
GET OUT AND
VOTE!
A.S.

Run-off

Elections

TODAY
Polls are open 9am. to

Solis developed a friendship
with Galarza when she joined the
Farm Workers Health Service in
the early 60’s. "She worked closely with Dr. Ernesto Galarza."
Garcia said.

8pm

tr-1,
11

Solis said she has numerous
awards and recognitions for her
work with migrant workers and
their families. In 1971 Fausiiii,t
Solis Rural Health Clinic
opened to provide assistance t,,
farmworkers in the San Joaquin
Valley. The clinic named after her
because of the tremendous contributions she made to the Hispanic
community, he said.

ode

Funded

by

I

war

Associated

Stiinnnts

BETA ALPHA PSI: VITA last chance for
tax assistance 9 am to 1 pm BC 213
Call 924-3492
SUNDAY
CAMPUS MINISTRY: Palm Sunday
Worship, 10:45 a.m. (Lutheran); Palm Sunday Mass, 8:30 p.m. (Catholic), Campus
Christian Center Chapel 110th and San Carlos). Call 298-0204.

$99.95

Packaged right.
Priced right.
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And
right
in
time!
which

IBM Personal System/2’" should you buy? Nou can’t go wrong with
any of these. Each one comes ready to go with easy-to -use, preloaded soft ware,
an IBM Mouse and color display.
sow on thew throw IN Prapubilara, lea
You can blitz through last-minute
Proprintee" 11w/cable b4201/003)
Proprietor
X24E w/cabie (4207/002)
C::
extrathose
Add
term paper revisions.
$18710
Proprietor XL24E w/cab4e (4208/002)
special graphics. Get your work done
faster than ever. And at special prices like these, a PS/2fi is wry
affordable.* Fact is, you can hardly afford to be without one.
See the IBM PS/2 on display at the SPARTAN

,,,TENs
,j( ,,7

Styles that fit your lifestyle and express your success. Order your ring today.

AMERICA

4/2-4/7

S

COLLEGE

10 a m -4pm

Join IBM and the Spartan Bookstore in the Art
Quad and see the IBM PS/2 and a variety of application
software on display at the PERSONAL SYSTEM/2 FAIR.

$20.00
%y

Spartan Bookstore

Meet with your Jostens representai,

411
1
.......
.......
mo

1 2
MI

yaw MOM ...Eft !gip .

COME TO THE P8/2 FAIR ON
MAY 9 AND MAY 10!

RING,.

Denocit Required.

BOOKSTORE. Or call 452-4190 to schedule a personal
demonstration with one of our Collegiate Representatives.
Sherie, Kevin, Marc or Karen will help you choose the
PS/2 that’s right for you. Ask them how IBM’s Loan for
Learning program can help you get the money you need
for the P5/2 you want at affordable interest rates.
Eligible SJS faculty and staff may also qualify for IBM’s
specially discounted prices.
&

A ydrM001

=

lull details See our complete nng selection on display in your college bookstore
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Spartans start strong
but fall to the Broncos
8) Randy Robertson
Daily staff writer

1 he Santa
SANTA CLARA
Clara University baseball team
is alked away smiling alter an 1)3 )(
v. in over SJSU Tuesday
In tact. the Broncos walked all
afternoon long Five Spartan pitch
crs walked a total of 10 Santa Clara
hitters, including three with the
bases loaded. as SJSU suffered its
worst loss of the season.
"We’re just walking too man)
guys." Spartan coach Sam Piraro
said. "At this level of play you
can’t get away with that. You pay
the price."
Tuesday’s price was the fourth
loss of the season for the ninth
ranked Spartans. SJSU and Santa
Clara (19-17-1) have split tvoi
games this season. An 11 -run
Swill inning gave the Broncos
L’Ontrol 01 the game.
Lett -hander Donnie Rea (I -I
pitched three scoreless innings Ix.
ture being knocked out in the
fourth. Rea. starting his first game
since Feb. 10. gave up a leadoff
single to catcher Joe Flynn to start
the fourth.
Right fielder Bill Enos then
doubled home Flynn to cut the
Spartan lead to 4-1. After shortstop
Mark Lewis walked, third baseman Mike Helm singled to load the
bases.
Piraro left Rea in to face first
baseman Andy Solomon. and Rea
hit him in the back with a pitch.
That scored Enos. cut the lead to 4and chased Rea in favor of Chris
Martin. Martin had control problems, and he walked left fielder
J.J. Beene to force in the third run.
After second baseman Rick Bibnchina popped out, designated
hitter Rob Shoff singled in Helm.
Niartin then walked center fielder
Drew Miller and Flynn to give the
’Broncos two more runs. After the

hunts. cen5,151’ third baseman Jeff Ball, left, and pitching coach 1
ter. share similar thoughts :Mout Tuesday’s loss against the 111.0111111s.
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walk to Flynn, Piraro took out
Martin and brought in Brian Liguori. Enos, who had doubled earlier in the Inning, hit Liguori’s first
pitch over the center field fence for
a grand slain and a 10-4 lead.
The Broncos still weren’t finished.
After Enos’ grand slam. Lewis
doubled and went to third on a wild
pitch and scored on a sacrifice fly
by Helm. The inning mercifully
ended on a spectacular catch by
Spartan center fielder Greg Mugg,.
Solomon hit a fly to right-center
that appeared headed for a home
run. Mugg, running at full speed,
caught the ball at the fence and
crashed into the wall. He laid on
the ground shaken up for a few
minutes before heading back to the
dugout.
firinicos coach John Oldham

said it was a combination of a po
tent Bronco offense and an off-dat
of pitching by SJSU that led to the
blowout.
"The last three or four games
we’ve been hitting the ball well,"
Oldham said. "We’ve got a g(x)d
team. They didn’t throw their aces
today, so wc had a shot.
The game didn’t start out that
bad for SJSU. The Spartans scored
three runs in the first inning on just
one hit. Left fielder Eric Booker
walked and stole second. After
second baseman Mike Gonzales
walked, third baseman Jeff Ball
doubled in two runs. Ball went to
third and scored on consecutive
wild pitches by Santa Clara starter
Dave Tuttle.
After the outcome was no longer
in doubt, Piraro put in several reserves. They scored three runs in
the eighth to make the score more
respectable.
Regulars Jorge Mora and
Charles Ilavel were hit by pitches.
and Nate Sanchez singled them in.
Sanchez went to third on a single
by Kenny Davis and scored on a
fielders choice.

Daily staff photouraphe

Michael Caulfield

late throw as a Santa Clara Bronco crosses the plate

SJSU catcher Charles Havel waits

lor a

"It was good to get those guys
some experience." Piraro said.
Despite the lopsided score Tuesday. Oldham said it is still special
to heat the Spartans.
"There’s always been a SJSSanta Clara rivalry," Oldham
said. "It’s been there forever. It is
a healthy rivalry."

MEDEX DRUG VARIETY DISCOUNT STORE
401 E. Santa Clara Street, San Jose, CA 95113

Piraro was more concerned
about this weekend’s series against
Long Beach State. The 49ers were
Big West co-champions last year
and have been ranked in the Top
20 all season.

(Corner of Santa Clara & 9th St.)

TEL: (408) 292-8244

(408) 279-2282

Everyday low prices on

VmErrio)

SCHOOL SUPPLIES.
Special discount for Student

Club tries
to revive
track team

==

DRUG STORES

on PRESCRIPTIONS.
Complete line of HBA products.

BRAND

By Marcia I.epler
. Special to the Daily
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The sounds of running feet were
audible throughout Hellyer Park in
San Jose as more than 100 people
participated in the first Spartan
Gold Rush Run Sunday.
The five-mile run and two-mile
walk was organized by the Spartan
Cross-Country and Track Club as a
fund-raising event and part of a
long-range goal to re-establish a
track team at SJSU.
According to Frank Jewett. race
organizer, president and cofounder of the Spartan Cross- Spartan Gold Rush runners followed a course around the lake
Country and Track Club."The
purpose of the race was to increase ful, silk screened Spartan Gold
Lewis, a sub four-minute miler,
community and corporate aware- Rush shirts during registration. came in third in the Mercury News
ness and support for the re-instate- Following the race, they enjoyed race and was one of three runners
ment of men’s track and the estab- pizza, donated by Domino’s. and who broke the previous race record
lishment of a women’s program an opportunity to learn about nutri- there.
here at SJSU."
His presence in this race was a
tion and injury prevention from
The track program was tenni- guest speakers.
tribute to his previous Gunderson
nated at SJSU in May 1988 and the
For those suffering from a touch High School track coach. Rudy
club was founded the following of post-race muscle pain, a myo- Montenegro. who is currently
tall. Jewett, a recent alumnus, con- therapist was at the race to provide coach of the Spartan Cross Countinued to explain. "Our goal is to relief. The top three finishers in try and Track Club, as well as the
raise enough money within three each of six categories received Gunderson coach.
Since November, more than 30
years to supplement unisersii
awards.
funds and re-establish the proThe winner of the race, Gary volunteers have planned and
gram."
Lewis. finished the five-mile run worked to make this event a realRunners were treated to color- with an unofficial time of 24.05.
ity. According to Jewett, "They

Short Term Commitments
Long Term Gains
Earn skink: you learn \ lake a short h.,. ,ommirment io teniporar
assignment during va, ark in. or break, ham go, kl pas ss ith
Temporary Services and gain valuable experience on the pit,. W. irk ii I...I
)111.1 want, where you want, hit .h king as you want. We’re alwm, her,
when you need iniiney moia. Give US
We.tern Temporal Sers ii
The rine to call when you wan, to work.

Marcia Lepler Daily staff photographer

at Hellyer Park in San Jose

Stop in and iisk tor your komplimentar%
Interviewing" booklet Over 350

were the key to our success.
"Our thanks go not only to our
volunteers, but to our sponsors on
campus as well." he said.
Associated Students, Sigma
Chi. Theta Chi and Sigma Nu fraternities as well as the Spartan
Bookstore and various off-campus
organizations sponsored the event.
according to Jewett.
Jewett encourages all runners
beginners to advanced
to join
the club and be a part of the effort
to re-establish track at SJSU. For
inquiries call (408) 971-8764 or
924-1285.

841 Rliii,sorn Hill Rd., Suite =21 21)
1999 South Bascom Ave., Suite .100
97 Metro Drive
Sunnyvale: 657 Town Sr Comm
San Jose:

8 Divisions

Fouling a
DENVER (AP)
shooter attempting a 3 -point shot
will result in three free throws next
, season, the NCAA basketball rules
; committee has decided. There will
also be a crackdown on player misconduct.
The 3 -point ruling is certain to
’ further popularize long shots by
giving a team the possibilty of
three points even if the shooter
misses. But the NCAA decided
against moving the 3-point line beyond its current distance of 19 feet,
9 inches.
There had been some sentiment
for pushing the line hack to 20
feet. 6 inches, the line used in international play. Conferences will
be allowed to experiment with the
international line next season.
however.
"Why f(x)I around with something that’s been extremely successful?" asked Edward Steitz.
secretary of the NCAA Men’s Basketball Rules Committee. "We
never say never, but we have a

great game. To me, the game has sessed for taunting or swearing at
opponents. Suspension for his
never been better."
Steitz noted that shooting accu- team’s next game will be the autoracy from 3-point range has fallen matic penalty for taking part in a
front 38.6 percent to 36.6 percent fight, and a second fight means
over the past three years. and that suspension for the rest of the sea30 games in this year’s NCAA son.
"The stuff that has been going
tournament were decided by five
points or fewer.
on has been totally undesirable,"
The National Association of Steitz said. "We just don’t think
Basketball Coaches last week said this should be part of the college
it would recommend to the com- game."
Coaches or players given two
mittee that the line be moved back
to 20-6 to correspond with the in- technical fouls will now be ejected
from games, and the head coach
ternational line.
Steitz predicted that no confer- will be ejected after three bench
ences would adopt the experimen- technical% have been called on his
tal 20-6 line, used in the Olympics team.
and other international competiIn an effort to speed up the
game, players will be given two
tion.
"We had it as an experimental free throws instead of a 1 -and-I
rule two years ago and we had no after the opposing team’s lath foul
takers," he said. "I don’t see of each half and timeouts will he
many conferences opting to use it cut from four to three for each
this time."
team in televised contests.
New rules designed to control
"We want to minimize the time
the conduct of players on the court it takes to play the last few minutes
call for technical fouls to be as- of the ballgame," Steitz said.

(405) 165-7700
(408) 371-7171
(408) 452-1911
(408) 245-4850

TEMPORARY SERVICES
E

Tear
down
a wall

NCAA rules committee establishes new guidelines
,

;mile to Slicce,hil
irldwide.

"We felt this was a gradual approach toward doing that."
The committee also decided to
allow conferencces to experiment
with a "no-foul -out" rule. A
player wouldn’t be disqualified by
a fifth foul, but each subsequent
foul would award an opponent
three chances to make two free
throws.
The rule replaces an experimental six -fouls-and-out rule used by
three conferences this season, that
Steitz said was dropped after a poll
of coaches showed only 21 percent
supported it.
"I do think we’ll have some
conferences that will opt for the
no-foul -out rule," he said.
Other changes approved by the
committee:
Only four players from each
team may line up on the lane during free throws,
Teams will be allowed to use
an NBA-style hall that has deeper
channels to allow better handling
and shooting.

Come hear a free Christian Science lecture
on prayerful resolution of conflict.

GOD’S LOVE DOESN’T
TAKE SIDES
Given by Ann C. Stewart of Los Altos, Cal.
11:30 AM Thursday, April 5,1990
SJSU Student Union - Guadalupe Room

Mrs. Stewart Is member of the Christian Science Board of I amturmhip
Sponsored by tire Chnstian Science 0gs/filtration at San lose State
University
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Women’s tennis
loses to Slugs
By Adam Steinhauer
Daily staff writer

irdpher

plate

For the second tunic this season.
he Banana Slugs of the University
of California at Santa Cruz slipped
past the Spartans women’s tennis
team, winning five out of nine
matches.
Coach Bill Cole said that one of
his team’s failures against the
Slugs was its inability to "put out
the right image."
"They needed to put out a confident fighter image and today they
didn’t do that." Cole said.
Cole said about his team’s earlier 5-4 loss to the Slugs in Santa
Cruz, "We definitely could have
won it. It went right down to the
third doubles."
He could just as easily have
been talking about his second meet
with the Slugs on Tuesday.
SJSU split the six singles
matches with the Slugs.
The Women of Sparta’s top singles player, Patty Cornelius. won
6-3. 6-1, fifth ranked player Katy
Gaynor won 6-2. 6-0 and sixth
ranked Tisha Hiraishi won 6-3.
6-4.
"That was one of the best
matches that Patty (Cornelius) has
played this year," Cole said. "She
was very controlled."
. "I know her game," Cornelius
said of her opponent Kristin Dean.
"She hits hard hut if you stay consistent against her, she’ll miss."
Cornelius said that she had faced
Ocan several times before in high
school tennis meets in San Diego.
SJSU ’s second ranked player
Dann Dibley and third ranked Flor
Cadigal both lost 6-1, 6-2 to make
the team score 3-2 when the first

Chris Washburn
arrested for drugs
tei.1\
\ I t R,
la
/
rrier NBA player Chris Ww.ol4m
was arrested on drug possestaron
charges alter Georgia Bureattsvf
Investigation agents went to the
apartment of his girlfriend to inter% Icw him on behalf of authorities
in North Carolina.
Washburn and Kimberly Greene
each were charged Monday with
possession oI cocaine and marijuana. said LiBI spokesman John
Bankhead.
"We were called in to assist in
sonic interviews that (the North
Carolina Bureau of Investigation 1
officials wanted to carry out Y. ith
Washburn. Bankheaal said.
Alter learning that Ms. Greene
vvas wanted in Gwinnett County On
a probation violation, the agents
decided to arrest her, according to
Bankhead.
Washburn was there. he
added. ’ When agents entered,
marijuana was in plain view."
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’They needed to
put out a
confident fighter
image and today
they didn’t do
that.’
- Bill Cole,
SJSU tennis coach
five matches were over.
The last singles match to be
completed was between third
ranked players Lyn Cadigal of
SJSU and Allison Lan of UCSC.
Lyn Cadigal had dominated the
first set winning 6-2. Lan then ran
the score up to 5-1 in the Sel’I Ind
set and had been able to fight olt
Lyn Cadigal’s comeback attempt
and win 6-4.
Lyn Cadigal and Lan were in
their third set by the time the other
players had fie’ Tied their matches
and gathered to watch. A win for
Lyn Cadigal would have made the
team score 4-2. guaranteeing an
SJSU win if the Women of Sparta
could take one out of the three doubles matches.
But the pressure may have
worked against I.yn Cadigal who
dropped the last set to Lan, (1-2.

opies 11 Us

-1’hat other girl (Latt) is about
20 percent more experienced than
her (1.vb Cadigal
Cole said.
Also, Ly n is fighting a terrific
cold. She’s just totally washed out.
I think you could see that as the
match progressed."
With the meet tied at 3-3. the
three doubles matches began.
The Spartans first ranked team
of Flor Cadigal and Dibley surprised Cole by quickly dropping
their match 6-1. 6-2.
"They ’le :1 little flat atm they
both lost then singles." Cole said
during the match.

Gilbert fighting reassignment;
search for coach continues
By Edwin Acevedo
Daily staff writer

More than 20 people have applied for the head football coaching job. which was vacated when
Claude Gilbert was reassigned to
the Alumni Association last
month.
However, the San Jose Mercury
News reported that Gilbert will
fight his reassignment through the
univerisity’s grievencc System.
Neither Gilbert nor his attorney.
Gary Olimpia, could be reached
for comment.
According to the human resources department. Gilbert and
his union representative would
have to file whatever the grievance
is with human resources to schedule a hearing.
There are three successive levels
of hearings and if it goes to a
fivurth level, the matter is sent to
Chancellor W. Ann Reynolds’ oflice. If it still isn’t settled by then,
the matter is decided through arbitration.
"The university made a decision
and we want to move ahead and fill
the position," said Athletic Director Randy Hoffman. "As far as
I’m concerened. it’s over."
Hoffman said that he has received 20-25 rØsumØs in regard to
the position. but wouldn’t mention
. Who they were from.
"It’s a very attractive job."
Hoffman said. "I’m very happy
with the pool of applicants that has
applied."
SJSU offensive coordinator
Rick Rasnick and Fresno State offensive coordinator Rich Olson
said they applied

.

Rick Rasnick
head i(???, apph. iliii

According to the San Jose Nlercury News, other people that have
applied for the position include
Colorado assistant coach Don
Frease and Cal offensive coordinator and former SJSU assistant
Terry Shea.
Rasnick. 31. is in charge of the
spring practices while the university conducts its nationwide search
for Gilbert’s replacement.
Rasnick played center for the
Spartans during the 1979 and 80
seasons, and began his coaching
career in 1981 as an undergraduate
assistant at SJSU. In 1982. he was
promoted to of
line coach.
Rasnick said Hoffman told him the
assistant coach would be considered for the opening.
Olson, 41, said he has always
been an assistant coach. After I,

high school coaching career, he
spent a year as the secondary coach
at hresno State and then moved on
to the University of Southern California in 1977.
Olson also coached at Southern
Methodist llniversity for _three
years. s here he \%orked with running hacks Eric Dickerson and
Craig James. Starting in 1981, he
coached at Arkansas for three
years.
Shea, 43. coaches the quarterbacks for the Golden Bears.
While working for the Spart.ins
1986. he helped create the nation s
leading offense, racking up 491.4
yards per game.
Reuse has worked with all of
the Bay area Division I -A
(1973-76).
schools - Stanford
SJSU (1977-78) and Cal (1979)41).
Even though SJSU is Fresno
State’s biggest rival in the Big
West. Olson has no problem applying for the job. He is also aware
that Gilbert is lighting to get his
coaching job back.
"I think San Jose State is an excellent university." he said, adding that Fresno State head Coach
Jim Sweeney has been very supportive of him applying for the
opening. "It’s a major Division 1
team and it has a great tradition. I
feel very fortunate to he considered."
I hate to see Coach Gilbert lose
his job," he said. "I think he’s an
excellent football coach and I don’t
know what the circumstances are.
but I’d like to be the head football
coach at San Jose State and I hope
to get the opportunity to apply...

N.C. State coach won’t give up fight
RALEIGH. N.C. (AP) - A financial settlement appears to be
the only peaceful way for North
Carolina
State to end its
relationship with basketball coach
Jim Valvano. according to his lawyer.
"I don’t know that it’s fair to
say that we’ve given up," Woody
Webb. Valvano’s lawyer. said. "It
appears that the option of him staying on as coach is no longer available."
. Webb met on Tuesday with Raleigh lawyer Howard Manning and
chief deputy attorney general Andy
%/anon% both representing N.C.
State.
Manning and Vanorc have declined comment on the negotiations, hut Webb said the university
board of trustees apparently won’t
discuss extending Valvano’s contract.
Webb said a lawsuit would he
’the only way I know or to keep
Valvano’s job, but the coach

would -rather be on the basketball
court than in court...
"He just said. If it’s impossible
for me to stay on here. then I guess
we’ll have to focus on a financial
settlement." Webb said. "He’s
talking with his financial people to
come up with figures that might be
agreeable."
Valvano was in his office Tuesday but would not take phone calls
from reporters, said his secretary.
Beverly Sparks.
Asked whether N.C. State had
increased a $100.000 offer made
several weeks ago. Webb said.
"They have not, in essence, but
they have indicated a softening of
posture."
The sticking point remains a
S500.000 buyout clause the school
must pay Valvano if he is fired
without cause. The contract also
calls for Valvano to pay the school
S5(X),(810 if he leaves to take another professional or NCAA Division I coaching job.

3

Julie I ynn Rogers - Daily staff photographer

Patty Cornelius. left, consoles I.yn Cadigal, MID lust her singles match against C Santo Cruz, Igor Cadigal,
right, is also in a somber mood after losing her singles match. SJSU lost its 16th contest or the season 5-4.

The Univ ci -it y of North Carolina system Board of Governors
voted unanimously on Monday to
give N.C. State permission to sue
Valvano for breach of contract, if
necessary. Webb said that authorization might not he used.
"It is less likely than last night
that they’ll sue: at least, that’s the
way I read it." he said.
Webb said he Was It nstrated
N.C. State’s position. saying the
lawyers seemed to believe they had
the final word on Valvano’s tuture.
The N.C. State board of trustees
voted 9-3 to ask Manning and %/more to find a way to terminate Valvano’s contract. But interim chancellor Larry Monteith has said he
would have the final word.
Another sticking point is N.C.
Slate’s refusal to hear from Valvano himself. Webb said.
"I once again renewed our request for Jim or sonic representative of Jim to appear before the
hoard of trustees.** he said.

SJSU’s third ranked doubles
team of Lyn Cadigal and Marie
Capuyan kept the Women of
Sparta alive, winning their match
6-1. 6-2 and tying the team score at
4-4.
Again, there was one important
match left on the courts - SJS11’s
second ranked doubles team of
Cornelius and Gaynor against
ICSC’s I,att and Kari Swenson.
Again. the Slugs lived up to the
situation.
Cornelius and Gaynor were visibly upset, yelling out loud in frustration. after losing a tight 7-6
opening set.
They then dropped the second
and final set 6-2. sending UCSC
away with the victory..
SJSU’s second loss to the Slugs
left them with a record of 0-16.
The Women of Sparta will face
Louis and Clark University at
South Campus on Thursday.
Cole said that he doesn’t expect
his team to he outclassed by Louis
and Clark’s team from Oregon.
"Most of the team’s up their aren’t

Self Service
20 Pound White

Paper

Desktop Publishing

very good.’’ Cole said.
In preparation for Thursday’s
meet. Cole said that his team
would work on its doubles play
and on "putting out the right
image." in practi,e on Wednesday .

KA

Kodak Copies

Self Service

Macintosh SF:30
$6.01.1/br
Laser Writer NTX
30g/page
91 E. Santa Clara St.
Between 2nd & 3rd
San Jose, CA 95113
(408) 971-9200

Kappa Delta

KA

prouity presents the spring 1990
pktfge dass
Stacy Kam
Karen Lang
Anny Lee
Samantha Miller
Priti Patel
Cheryl Renfro
Jill White
Becky Williams

Francine Balderama
Angela Byars
Jennifer Dietmeir
Natalie Greco
Pia Egger
Francine Elcenko
Laurie Holm
Christine Johnson

TS111131
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SPARTAN BASEBALL AND SOFTBALL
ARE LOOKING UP AND THEY’RE READY
TO SWING INTO SPRING

’’4

All Big West Senior Outfielder
Eric Booker

2nd

Team All Big West

Senior Infielder
Tiffany Cornelius

Photo by Chelle Pell

Photo by Ron Fried

SPARTAN BASEBALL

SPARTAN SOFTBALL

AT MUNI STADIUM

APR. 6
APR. 7
APR. 8
APR. 9

vs
vs
vs
vs

LONG BEACH STATE 7PM
LONG BEACH STATE 1PM
LONG BEACH STATE 1PM
7PM
STANFORD

SJSU, LONG BEACH STATE AND
STANFORD ARE ALL RANKED IN
THE TOP 20. COME OUT AND
JOIN THEM DURING SPRING BREAK
STUDENT PRICE JUST $2.50 WITH I.D.
FACULTY AND STAFF $3.00 WITH I D.

AT PAL STADIUM

APR.
APR.
APR.
APR.

12
14
19
21

vs
vs
vs
vs

SAN DIEGO STATE
CAL POLY POMONA
LONG BEACH STATE
CAL STATE FULLERTON

6PM
1PM
6PM
5PM

SJSU IS RANKED IN THE TOP 20
FOR THE FIRST TIME IN THE TEAM’S
FIVE YEAR HISTORY.
ALL GAMES ARE DOUBLE HEADERS.
STUDENTS, FACULTY AND STAFF
JUST $2.50 WITH I.D.

FOR MORE INFORMATION

CALL (408) 924 -FANS
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Baseball team has
finally gone to the
dogs in new ritual
By Sliscy . ()Iwo
Daily staff wrier
De*TUC ii’, vi inning

ievord. the
SJStl baseball team has gone to the
dr lig%
Reminiscent of the Cleveland
pseudo-official "dog
Browns
’errand.’ ’ the Spartan’s have rechristened their home field. Municipal Stadium. the dog kennel.
The!, started out just as dogs
Relict pitcher Doug Hendrickson
would say "Let’s let the dogs
loose," meaning "let’s get fired
UP "
’One day I drew out a big, long
kennel," starting pitcher Mark
Ringkamp said.
The dog kennel is a big box
drawn in the dirt directly in front of
the dugout.
Within the dog kennel are individual kennels for the players on
the bench with their numbers on
them.
"In the beginning, we didn’t dig
in or have holes, but after that we
started to get technical," Ringkamp said.
Eventually the reserve players
and starting pitchers waiting for
their turn in the rotation developed
an intricate set of rules governing
the kennel. its upkeep, the dogs’
conduct and even who could be
one.
While the reserve players stand
in their kennels watching the game
from the side, they dig holes with
their cleats in the dirt and bark.
"It’s a way to get everybody in
the game." Hendrickson said.
"I know everyone would like to
be playing," Ringkamp said. "But
when you’re not playing. it’s good
to he into the game."
While the players consider
themselves dogs, right in front of
the kennels sits a rectangle drawn
where the imaginary dogs are. The
players teed the imaginary dogs
sunflower seeds and give them

’We have put
people on
probation
because they
were being
poodles. We don’t
take poodles in
the dog kennel.’
Mark

Ringkamp,
SJSU pitcher

water between innings when the
team needs strength.
Once, pitcher Kevin Bibler
brought dog hones that the players
laid out on the ground for the
imaginary dogs.
"Our goal is for the whole dog
kennel to pet the dogs. If the dogs
are mad you can’t pet them because they’ll bite you." Ringkamp
said.
"Score three or four runs and
you can think about maybe petting
the dogs. But usually you have to
break the game wide open to be
able to pet the dogs."
Once when Hendrickson was
getting sunflower seeds out of his
pocket to feed the dogs, a quarter
and dime fC11 out of his pocket.
"I left them there thinking I’d
pick them up after the next pitch."
Hendrickson said. "On the next
pitch Eric Booker hit a double off
the wall to win the game. So each
game now we have that quarter and
dime in the dog kennel. Every couple of innings, if we’re not getting
a hit, we’ll flip them over."
The players take the dog kennel
seriously. No one is allowed to
walk in the kennel where the imaginary dogs are. Even the coaches
walk around.

Also, not just anyone can be a Anderson is a compassionate, unpart of the dog kennel.
derstanding dog. "When we get
"You’ve got to apply to me or out of hand. Anderson puts us in
Mark to be in the dog kennel," line," Ringkamp said.
said Hendrickson, who is considWhen one of the players in the
ered the master dog.
kennel has to play, his spot is filled
"We’ve yet to turn someone temporarily by one of the stray
down," Ringkamp said. "We dogs who have smaller kennels
have put people on probation be- outside of the main kennel box.
cause they were being poodles. We
The stray dogs are Coach Sam
don’t take poodles in the dog ken- Piraros son, Jason, and his friend,
nel."
Joey.
Poodles, according to Ring"We feel our ballpark is the
kamp, are players that were being same as a living room in your own
complacent and not yelling. They house." Hendrickson said. "You
haven’t kicked anyone out. can’t let someone come in and
though, because they realize that steal your television. We’ll feel
every dog has a different personal- like it’s our own house and you
ity.
can’t come in our own house to
Ringkamp and Hendrickson are heat us."
mad dogs, pitcher Rob Andrakin is
Piraro appreciates his team’s ena rebel dog and shortstop Steve thusiasm but still finds humor in ii

The Spartans, who are unde"W e’ ve got some weird g LI b s Its
kind of funny, but our go). take it feated at home, have the moth,
pretty seriously. They tel that "You can’t come into the dog ken
their presence has a factor in how nel and win."
that game turns out, so I love itI
think it’s great."
California Carwash
The players on the field welHiring Part Time / Full Time
come the support that they get
from the dog kennel. "When we Experienced Cashier / Cofwash Help
Apply In Person
see those guys over there digging
2345 South 7th / Tully
in. it picks us up and keeps us in
San Jos*
the game. shortstop Craig Jacobs
said.

Cash For Your Books
Voted Best Bookstore
In the Bay Area
Mon.-Thur. 10 a.m.-9p.m.
Fri.& Sat. 10 a.m.- 10p.m.
Sun. 12 p.m. - 8 p.m.

Following in his father’s footsteps
By Mark Smith
Daily staff writer

For some Spartans. baseball
runs in the family.
Ken Henderson Jr.. SJSU junior
right fielder and cleanup hitter, has
continued the legacy started by his
father. Ken Henderson Sr., who
had a 16-year professional baseball
carer beginning with the San
Francisco Giants in 1965.
".My dad taught me everything
he knows," Henderson said.
lie has been guided by his dad’s
philosophy of hard work. Henderson:Sr.’s main goal is that his son
become even more of a complete
ball player than he was.
The younger Henderson, a Saratoga High School graduate, is a 6foot-2 -inch ,
left-handed
right
fielder, who was drafted by the
New York Mets in 19$7. But he
opted to play college baseball for
&MU. where he platoons in right
field with Jorge Mora.
’Not many players go straight
fro41 high school to the minors any
more because college ball is so
eorapetative." Henderson said.
Henderson "has lots of potenliar." said Spartan baseball coach
Sam Piraro.
’(He has talents that can’t be
coached. Also he has great speed.
strong arm and good power."
13y hanging out in locker rooms
amt dugouts as a youngster. Henderion had constant exposure to
great major league players such as
Willie Mays. Ernie Banks, Willie
Starg.ell and Pete Rose. which gave
him the incentive to work hard to
become a major league ballplayer.
"When my dad played for the
Reds (in 19710." Henderson said.
"I played in the father/son baseball
game with the likes of Ken Griffe
Jr. and Pete Rose Jr. Look whai
they are doing now."
Ken Ciritfey Jr., who plays outfield for the Seattle Mariners, was
in the running for Rookie of the
Year before he broke his thumb
last’ June. Pete Rose Jr. was recently drafted by a major league
team.
The third -year junior is considering a fourth year at SJSU because he takes extreme pride in belonging to such a great team, he
said.
"It feels great to he nationally
ranked, Henderson said. "I can
say that I played for a Top 20
team."
The Spartan baseball team is
currently ranked ninth in the nation
by ESPN. and 10th by Baseball
America.
The inunediate goal for him is to

Kelley Chinn

Daily stall photographer

Ken Henderson Jr., who was drafted by the New York Mets in 1987, is
attempting to follow in his father’s footsteps while playing for SJSU.

SPARTAN

SPORTS
get a Big West Conference championship ring, and maybe a second
one next year. The Spartans are
currently 30-4 and on a 25 home
game winning streak.
Piraro agreed that being on a
good Spartan team would make it
hard for Henderson to leave after
this year. But, Piraro said, Henderson also "enjoys college and is a
good student. Education is very
important to him."
Speech/Communication
A
major. Henderson takes his studies
very seriously.
"My degree is something to fall
back on." he said.
Superstition runs wild in baseball and fathers pass this phenomenon to their sons. The Henderson%
are no exceptions. Henderson

Daily staff photographei

Kelley Chinn

Members of the kennel dig holes with their cleats in the dirt in front of the dugout and hark encouragement to teammates

wears number 24 because out
of all the numbers his father wore
during 16 years it brought him
the most luck.
In all, the elder Henderson
played with the Giants, Mets, Chicago White Sox. Atlanta Braves,
Texas Rangers. Cincinnati Reds
and Chicago Cubs during his career.
Number 24 brought Henderson
Sr. his most success during his
days with the White Sox. The climax of his stay with the White Sox
was in 1974. when Henderson Sr.
hit 20 home runs, drove in 95 runs
and batted .294. winning the team
MVP award. Henderson Jr. was 11

years old, when his father retired
from baseball.
Number 24 was also Willie
Mays’ number. Henderson was
supposed to fill his shoes during
the mid-’60s, and was touted as the
next Willie Mays. When Henderson Sr. came up in 1965. Willie
Mays. thought to be too old at age
34, won the MVP award.
The elder Henderson could not
he reached for comment. But he
told Mike Mandel, author of "S.F.
Giants: An Oral History" that he
felt he was the catalyst of the 1965
season.
According to his son. Henderson Sr. takes great pride in playing
in the more dominant outfields of
Willie Mays and Bobby Bonds
during the early 1970’s.
Henderson Jr.’s eyes lit up talking about his father playing with
these great ballplayers.
"I wish I could have had more
appreciation meeting these great
players." said Ken Jr. "Back then
I took it all for granted."
Another similarity between father and son is their rocket throwing arms, a potent weapon in the
outfield.
Henderson Sr.. who won a gold
glove award for defensive excellence in 1974. led the American
I .eague with 462 putouts.
In a game against the Houston
Astros, Henderson Sr. winged a
throw home from 350 feet in the
outfield, suprising Nellie Fox, who
had tagged up from third. Fox,
according to Mandel’s book, did
not even slide because he did not
expect the throw home.
The younger Henderson displayed his strong arm against the
University of Washington during
the Spartan Classic.
A ball was hit to right-center and
Henderson made a running catch.
The Huskie runner at first was
going on a hit-and-run and Henderson doubled the runner off with a
bullet throw.
"His arm is accurate and can
throw anybody out. anywhere."
Piraro said. ’He knows how to use
his arm, which is something he did
,not know how to do before he
came here."

Injuries keep plaguing S.F. Giants
TUCSON, Ariz.. (API
An- with the help ot Dion James’ three
other game, another two injuries hits and a homer by Cory Snyder.
for the San Francisco Giants.
Manager Roger Craig lifted
Kelly Downs. the starting Downs a few minutes after Chuck
pitcher on Monday, left with a Jackson, a reserve outfielder comshoulder problem in the second in- peting for a spot on the roster. sufning of an exhibition game which fered a fractured left hand as he
the Cleveland Indians won 6-2 tried to make a diving catch.

Recycle
Book Store
138 E. Santa Clara (Near 4th)
286-6275
Bring in this coupon for 10% off.

r
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Communicate In Color
Now At lanko’s
Canon Color Laser Copies!
Presentations
Displays
Charts/Graphs

Transparencies
Sales Flyers
Even Copy From Slides!

Open Early, Late, & Weekends

295-4336
310 S. Third St.
(Across from McDonald’s)

kinkois.
the copy center

-4fAST-CASH

$$$

150 Summer Campus Positions Available
Cleaning and repairing of Housing Facilities
Great jobs for students and others!
Must be at least 16 years of age.

, NOW%
SERVICES

307 Town and Country Village
Palo Alto, CA (415) 322-9911
EOE k4/F/H

’I 101)1CAl,
TA N K
SPECIALS

S
FREE

5 GOLDFISH

10 Gal Tank only
$6.99
10 Gal complete kit $29.99
20 Gal Tank only
$19.99
55 Gal Plexi Glass
$59.99
Exp. 5-31-90

Fancy Male
Guppies 590

<tea

Reg.51.29

Exp. 5-31-90

COUPON
TROPICAL
FISH
10% off tropical fish
of any
aquarium listed in ad
Exp. 5-31-90
with purchase

Fancy Male
Betta $2.49

Glass Painted
Fish 51.99

.4ki
Rcg Si44

Res. $2.49

T&T Marine Aquarium
80 S. Second St. San ose 95113

(408) 279-1952
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Cinco De Mayo Fiesta
Santa Cruz’ Party of the
Year!

Entertainment
Manachi on Fridays, Trio on
Sundays

Margaritas

Patio Taco Bar

Made with Jose Cuervo Gold
Jose’s Finest!

Monday-Saturday, 6.30-9:00
Try our fresh appetizers!

Seafood Specials

41* -4.40
*444
4**
*4+4

STILL ALIVE
ERE BACI(
t40014-8 9"
CORNER
p CEDAR CrLINCOLN
NOON TO Pi% 1.15-090b

Served with fresh homemade corn
tortillas

04

Best MehiCall Restaurant
Voted UUUD litvU) Best in Santa
Cruz for the third year in a row!

Where Every Night Is
60-,‘5141. A Fiesta!
When in Watsonville, don’t forget CILANTI?O’S: 767-2161
Open Seven Days Lunch & Dinner
123 Washington St. Santa Cruz (2 blocks from the Wharf)

425-7575

10 REASONS TO TRY
v A1R CLARLIT A ATI f
1. THE NATION’S 1st
Designated Driver Program...
7 days a week.
Free meal and Free non-alcoholic drink
to the non-drinking member of a group of 4
to assure your party a safe ride home.
2. TUESDAY IS LOCALS NIGHT
Happy hour all night long.
3. WEDNESDAY NIGHT
children eat free.
4. NO PROBLEM PARKING
in Capitola’s new 200-car lot.

410

5. WARM, TROPICAL ATMOSPHERE
all year round.
6. COMPLIMENTARY TACO BAR
during Happy Hour Mon-Fri, 4-6pm
7. THE AREA’S BEST MARGARITA
decided in a Good Times Reader Poll
3 years in a row.

41 I If

8. THE AREA’S HOTTEST
drink selection and
creative Mexican menu.
9. COMPLIMENTARY TAN
and ocean view with every
lunch on our neck.

10. WHERE CELEBRATION HAS
BECOME A TRADITION.

Daily 11:30am-1:00am

221 EsplanadeCapitola Village0476-2263
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FREE DELIVERY
WITHIN 3-MILE RADIUS

Gourmet Slices
& Whole Pies

$3.00 Off Any Large
Pizza With This Ad.

Killah Pizza Subs

hJerrR’nx,

California -Style
4’1
w4

,

Enjoy our Outside Patio
and Feel the Sea Breere

4M11

475-4999
In the Spirits Liquors Bullrlinti
Corner 41st & Portola Av
In Pleasure Point

WE KNOW HOW TO CELEBRATE
In addition to our regular drafts we have:
PACIFIC DRY
BFAKON BOCK

ir

In the tradition of
SANTA CRUZ BREWING CO.
we will be releasing
PACIFIC STOUT
April 13

IOW

(408) 429-8838

OCM

516 Front St

Santa Cruz, CA 95060

'woe=
Diving class April 9
Modern Rental Dept.
Air Station/ Repair
XANADU Boat Charters

Quality Diving Education
PADI Training Facility
Large Retail Inventory
2345 S. Rodeo Gulch

Mon.-Thurs. 10-6
Fri. 10-7:30
Sat. and Sun. 7-6
Closed tuesday

Santa Cruz, Ca. 95062
(408) 475 -DIVE

"Where Bottom Time

Is

a Way of Life !"

own
Cedar
804
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DON T MISS THE #1 DANCE CLUB IN SANTA CRUZ

(siliNINIV*44 IA 4

4 I

rt

SPORTS - FOOD - DANCING
Come hear some of the hottest sounds
on the west coast with Santa Cruz’s top
DJs. Dance the night away and enjoy the
good times to be had at
Skinny McDoogle’s_

low

Catch The Waves

her-r.
IM1
US

RP./
l’$

111,1111111111111111111’illirti

Catch
Neidin’s on the Wharf
and
Nelson’s Grill
open 7 days
426-1466
429-8998

’The Cutting Edge’
39W PORTOLA DRIVE
(408)

SANTA CRUZ, CA.
476-4442

95062

ALWAYS
AN
ADVENTURE ...

beyond
SATISFY
’YOUR

Buy one Bagel
with any topping
and get a free drink
(value $1.00 or less)

Clrf DE SPUD
E OF
PAlitt4 -IL/
THE
SIIitVill41

A
6
1E BAGFLPY
Do town
320 Cedar St.
42 8049

Eastside
1636 Seabright Ave.
425-8550

Soquel
4763 Soquel Dr.
462-9888

830 41st
TO GO

’BREAKFAST
BARGAINS

WIDE SELECTION
CUSTOM BUILD YOUR BAGELS
AT

479-1441
CATERS

fri

$1.99

2 eggs, toast, potatoes

$2.75

2 eggs, sausage, pancakes

$2.75

I egg, sausage, potatoes, toast

Cafe De Palma
Open Wed. -Mon, 7-1
415 Seabright Avenue
426-5558

Wetsuits by...
Lanty
Piping Hot
X -Cell Hawaii

Surfboards by...
Steve Coletta
Hot Buttered

Clothes by...
Mango
Mossimo
Hot Buttered lifs’s A Beach

FULL SPEED
1030 41st AVE.
SANTA CRUZ
479-SURF
OPEN 10 to 6 DAILY

f
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’Love at Large’ lithe more
than an unsolved mystery
,K

Stacy C. Olsien
naity staff WHIM
"Harry . if you were horn stupid. you’re now
basing a relapse. said Elizabeth Perkins to Tom Be rower inidss A) through the movie Lillie at Large.’’
That is exactly how I felt for not walking out on
this dismal film
The tilin is set in Oregon. A detective named
Harry I Jobb.. played by Tom Berenger. is hired by a
mystery ssonhin, played by Anne Archer. to follow a
inun she believes is being unfaithful to her.
She tells him that the man will he in a certain
nightclub later that night She says his name is Rick
and desciihes him as "charming but
Nitik
dangerous. six feet tall, sandy hair,
dark -framed glasses and smells nice."
Rev It’ll
Unfortunately, another man, named
lisderick, who fits this description, shows up at the
nightclub. Si, ott 1)ohbs goes on a wild goose chase,
w Inch takes 111111 all over Oregon following this guy
who turns out, conveniently. to be a bigamist.
It’s too had he didn’t sniff him a little more doseIN
A mystery -romance. "Love at Large" is in-tended to he a film noir styled on the detective films of
yesteryear. Untonunately . the movie lacks three key
elements necessary to a tilm of this genre: intrigue.
mince and a story.
The mystery ("Rick’s" two separate lives) is
.about as interesting as a documentary on butterfly

The movie’s cast is as
unimpressive as its story.
mating rituals.
!here are many different relationships in this
film. None, however, has any spark of passion. The
characters talk about lose and sex as though they ate
trying to stifle a yawn.
At the end of the film the mystery is never fully
resolved, leaving the members of the audience hanging tif at that point they still actually cared.) It’s as
though large portions of this film were hacked off to
keep it from going longer than two hours.
The cast is as unimpressive as the story. Toni Berenger ("Platoon" "Major League") has none of the
charismatic charm or appeal he displays in his other
films. Ile mumbles his way through most of the
movie.
Elizabeth Perkins, best known as Toni flanks’
girlfriend in "Big," does an adequate job as competing detective Stella Wynkowski. However, she incessantly chews gum throughout the movie like a cow
chewing its cud.
The femme fatale of the film. Miss Dolan, is
played by Anne Archer ("Fatal Attraction"). Her attempt at a seductive, throaty voice sounds more like a
sinus problem.
This film could be a useful scholastic tool in kinJergarten at nap time

Publicity photo
The stars of "Love at Large," Llizaheth Perkins (left), Tom Berenger and Anne Archer
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Life & the Arts
McCartney dazzles
the crowd with great
music variety, style
By \ lag k ‘smith
Way stall writer

- Fifteen hours waiting for tickets
finally paid off with Paul McCartney putting on an unforgettable
performance. and me being able to
the see the sweat on his nose with
great seats.
Paul McCartney. a true rock legend and a living part of rock history. dazzled fans with his genius
as.a musician and his stunning selection of songs.
The former member of the "Fab
Four" brilliantly combined the ()Id
and new. McCartney did not huget
the point of touring, that is to sell
his latest album. "Flowers in the
Dirt
Most songs translated well in
concert with the
Concert
help of McCartney’s tight and talReview
Oited band, highlighted by former Pretenders
guitarist Robbie McIntosh.
-McCartney retained the editing
seii,ices of Richard Lester, the
hien who directed "A Hard Day’s
Night" and "help." to put toether a movie short to precede the
concert. It gave a log of world hisor,y from 1964 to the present, with
lite soundtrack of various Beatles
uhd McCartney songs.
"Figure of Eight" led off the
ittjiw with an enthusiatic response,
although it is a new song.
’The main reason most people
ent to the show was to hear Me( -limey do the Beatles classics,
wittch hrtnight the audience to its
feet. ’ibis was when McCartney
%vas at his finest and most in tune
(kith the 65,(XX) fans who packed
Berkeley’s Memorial Coliseum on
Strawberry Canyon
Among 16 Beall tunes, McCartney brought the house down
with classics such as the heartfelt
:Let It Be" and having the audi-

ence members lose their voices
singing along with the first set’s
closing song "Hey Jude."
The hand jammed and had the
everyone bopping in the aisle to
the likes of "Back In the USSR"
and "I Saw Her Standing There,"
while McCartney played his leg:ndary Hoeffner violin bass. He
has not played this bass since the
rooftop concert in the "Let It Be"
movie.
"Yesterday" began the evening’s encore, followed by "Get
Back" and finally reaching a climax with sizzling versions of
"Golden Slumbers," "Carry that
Weight" and "The End" from the
"Abbey Road" album. A perfect
ending to an unforgettable show.
The most explosive number ot
the evening was the theme to the
James Bond movie "Live and Let
Die" with the stage exploding
twice, when the song went into its
vibrant instrumental portion.
Ilov.eser. The evening was not
perfect, because of McCartney trying to combine two old Beetle
songs "P.S. I Love You" and
"Love Me Do" to a funky beat.
Just say no.
McCartney’s efforts with his
band Wings was not entirely neglected. "Band on the Run,"
"Jet" and "Let ’Ent In" made all
the decades represented.
With the exception of his wife
Linda. McCartney’s hand was
probably the hest bunch of musicians he has worked with since The
Beatles. Most of the band members had played previously on McCartney’s "Russia Album," so
they comprised a very tight knit
group.
The evening was an exhilarating
history lesson in rock’n’roll and it
is likely that most of the audience
would give Paul McCartney ;in
"A" grade for his performance

ABC back on top thanks
to strong Oscar ratings
turing interviews of Chevy Chase.
LOS ANGELES (AP) The
Oscars and a Barbara Walters spe- Arnold Schwarzenegger and Warcial helped ABC knock NBC out ren Beatty. was sixth.
. pf the No. 1 spot in the ratings
Here are the top 10 shows, their
after 21 weeks on top.
For the week, ABC was first network and rating: "The 62nd
during the week ended April 1 with Annual Academy Awards," ABC.
an average rating of 14.8, NBC 27.9; "Cheers," NBC, 23.8:
was second with 13.3 and CBS "America’s Funniest Home Vi(third with 11.7, according to A.C. deos," ABC, 21.7; "The Cosby
NifIsen Co. figures released Tues- Show," NBC. 21.4; "The Golden
day. Each point represents 921,- Girls," NBC, 20.4: "The Barbara
000 homes.
Walters Special." ABC. 20.3; "A
The last time NBC dropped to Different World," NBC. 20.0:
No. 2 was the week of Oct. 9-15, "Unsolved Mysteries," NBC,
’when ABC had the World Series.
19.5: "Carol & Co.," NBC, 19.0;
The Academy Awards clearly and "The Wonder Years." ARC.
Titled us up there." said ABC 18.4.
spekesman Jim Brochu.
The ratings, covering prime
The Academy Awards, a 3‰
hour endurance event Monday. time series, were compiled by
o as No.
1 in the ratings. The Nielsen for the week of March 26Barbara Walters Special.** fea- April I.

LIIAGINE ENTERTAINMENT Presents
"CRY-BABY" AMY LOCANE
SUSAN TYRRELL IGGY POP RICK! LEE TRACI LORDS
.1 POLLY BERGEN ;:r:n-Wil iams Supervilucl; BECKY MANCUSO ADM SEXTON
JIM ABRAHAMS BRIAN GRAZER Pruel, RACHEL TAIALAY
stu,ri PATRICK WILLIA_MS
100RINF Plostwmid r"x"’""" trb’y JOB WATERS trAillifilklik.
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New dance movie suffers from two left feet
It Christine De Craw
staff woos
Are you suck of seeing good
min ie. %Jib outstanding acting
And interesting plots? Why not go
see "Lambrida
Touted as the hottest dance
movie of the decade. Lambada"
is one of the most pitiful movies
out this year, giving little merit to
the claim that it is taking Europe
by storm.
Although it is titled after the
steamy, erotic dance that was outlawed in Bruil. there is no more
than 20 minutes of dancing in the
elm. The primitive grinding in

minuscule outfits
seems to be thrown
Mot ie
in to keep the audiHetit’1,1
ence’s
attention
during the boring 90 minutes.
The movie centers around Kevin
Laird. a young Beverly Hills math
teacher, played by J. Eddie Peck.
After Laird leaves the buttoned-up
atmosphere of school, he becomes
’ Blade.’ tutoring young dropouts
in the hack of an East LA nightclub
so they can take their high-school
equivalency exam.
Eventually. Laird us found out,
when a love-struck student named
Sandy. played by Melora Hardin.

wanders into the club while he is
dancing the lambada before class.
that point. she begins a lusty
F
quest to cross the boundaries of the
student-teacher relationship. From
here you can probably guess the
rest. Laird gets caught in his afterhours activities, which doesn’t include a romance with Sandy. and
fired. This leads to an academic
showdown between both classes.
with the outcome deciding whether
or not Laird will get his job back.
For lack of a better way of putting it. the acting stunk. Peck did
little more than look good in a tight
pair of pants and dance a little.
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Little Richard interviewed for
upcoming Rolling Stone article

while Hardin did her impression of
the Mayflower Madame. trying to
seduce Laird at every opportunity .
If the movie had stuck to the
idea of dancing. it might have followed in the footsteps of popular
dance films such as "Flashdance." "Footloose and "Diny Dancing." As it is. however, it is reduced to playing in only one
theater in the area: Milpitas.

If it
NEW YORK AP
weren’t for skin color. Little
Richard says. he not Elvis
could have reigned
Presley
as the king of rock ’n’ roll
"If I was white, do you know
how huge I’d be"’ Little Richard asks in the April 19 issue ol
Rolling Stone. "I think Elvis
was more acceptable being
white in that period. I believe it
Elvis had been black. he
wouldn’t have been as big as he
was.-

In Portuguese. lambada means
slap or a rapid shot. Well, it has
had its chance here and was shot
down, and the only smoke came
from its crash and burn

The rock pioneer. who nt-;
corded classics such as "Tulin/
Frutti- and "Lucille.- says he
can recall being upstaged only
once during his flamboyant 43year performing career. The
man who did ii Jimi Hendrix
-lie was my guitar player.
and you know, we didn’t know
he could play with his mouth.
One night I heard this screaming
and hollering, and they were
screaming and hollering for
him! says Richard

-
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Mr. Entertainment

Hitting the
winning keys
Comedy all
over the TV
ss ard-u inning pianist
and former SJSI. student
\ lark .Anderson display ed
his talents at a concert
Monday . 27 -year -old
Anderson has recei% ed
recognition (or his talents
throughout his career and
has performed at
Carnegie Flail and u ith
the San Jose Sy mphony
while still a student. lie
has been play lug the piano
for more that 211 years.

By Vincent T Oddo
\ THE past decade, the
wonderful world of cable
television has become quite
thverstlied. Cable viewers ctui
Otitis(’ trout all -news channels.
.1(1 sports channels.
!winds, all-mov le channels
.ind all -music channels. Why.
ssc eNen have several
"shopping channels," which
eillow cable viewers to purchase
w idc sariety of products
vi alit nit leaving their homes.
Recently. another genre
(mitered the already -crowded
the
:cable programming field
all -comedy channel.
. I ,fist November, Home Box
()11-ice premiered "The
Comedy Channel, which
.follows a format similar to
MTV (Music Television).
However, instead of music
,videos, The Comedy Channel
uses clips of comic routines
’taken from Mins. television
shows and live performances.
.both past and present.
This past Sunday (April
Fool’s Day). a second all comedy channel entered the
fold. The appropriately named
IIA! network was launched by
Viacom, whose MTV chennel
pioneered the all -music format
lOr cable television. "HA!’ ’s
lormat differs considerably
from that 01 -The Comedy
Phannel," tv ith old situation
yomedies such as "Car 54,
-Where Are You?’ "Love.
!OKI ic,in Style." "Mork &
lily and "That Girl"
(iv en sing the majority of
IIA!s schedule.
I. being an all-out comedy
.13r. was overjoyed when I lirst
heard the news that not one. hut

two all-eomedy channels would
soon he amving to add some
laughter to my day.
What didn’t tickle hi ttiriii\
bone. however. was a ski UI
NeNs article published on the
same day as HA!’s premiere
reporting that my local cable
company has no immediate
plans to add either channel.
depriving me, and many other
die-hard comedy fans, of a
chance to chuckle. grin and
giggle any time of the day or
night.
In particular. I was eagerly
awaiting the arrival of "HA!.’
since many of the sitcoms it
plans to air were ones I grew up
watching. and of which I still
have fond memories. By the
local company’s decision not to
carry "HA!," I feel as though it
is robbing me of a golden
opportunity to relic many of
those fond memories, and I’m
sure many others who subscribe
to the sante service feel the
same way.
did
I
H(MEVER.
appreciate the "sneak
preview" HA! offered
Sunday night. I can honestly
say. I was laughing all the way.
Everything, right down to the
commercials. triggered a sense
of laughter in me. This was one
channel I wouldn’t mind
watching 24 hours a day if I
could.
So, friendly neighborhood
cable company, since the sports
fans have their all -sports channels. how about doing us coma
edy tans a big favor by giving us
around-the-clock laughs?
Vincent T. Othia is an to,’
I um, editor

Michael Caulfield
Daily staff photographer

Strange mix of sounds
doesn’t work on new LP

Publicity photo

Janata (Ira s s fr(im many

sources to create ne%1 s( ii 111(1

Ks Laura Chun
Daily staff writer
The sound of rockii ’roll infused
with both jan and blues is a seemingly different twist. but Janata’s
attempt falls short of this promising approach.
The hand’s debut album. titled
"Janata," is the work of guitarist
and lead singer Chris Janata.
The band, drawing on many
sources, at times sounds similar to
Aerosmith. The roughened vocals
are reminiscent of Huey Lewis.
The ballad "Youngblood" is
the only refreshing change from
the heavy guitar sounds that run
throughout
the
Record album. The song
Review stands out from the
rest of the LP because the melody and message are
so different from the other songs.
Another track, titled "Mrs.
Gray" features witty lyrics that tell
the story of a boy dating a woman’s daughter to get closer to her
mother. The song is hacked by a

Lowe keeps sense of humor through the rough times
LOS ANGELES (AP) Rob
Lowe doesn’t think anyone had a
worse summer than he did, except
maybe the Dodgers.
Lowe was trying to add lightness to a grim subject: his involvement in a sex scandal and his efforts to resume his film career.
You have to have a sense of
humor about it." he said. "You
have to look at things in the long
run. I knew that when this movie
came out. people would he reminded of who I am and what I do.
That is, that I’m an actor and I do
have a private life, and everybody’s private life gets out of con;nil at one time or another."
Every watcher of the scandal
sheets and their television counterparts knows what happened.
While attending the 1988 Democratic National Convention. Lowe
made a videotape of sex involving
himself and two young women in
his Ntlanta hotel room. Claims and
tininterclaims rebounded. and
1 one agreed to do 20 hours of

prosecution for allegedly seducing one
of the women, then a 16-year-old.
lier mother’s suit against Lowe is
pending.
The scandal is returning to the
spotlight with the release of
Lowe’s new movie. "Bad Influence." He portrays a charming
drifter who invites a humdrum
businessman. James Spader. into
Los Angeles’ fast-lane life of drugs
and lawlessness. Lowe videotapes
Spader in a sex episode, and Lowe
is seen in bed with two women.
"This is due to the totally coincidental nature of life imitating art
and art imitating life," declares
Steve Tisch. the movie’s producer.
"It’s almost life and art having a
head-on collision."
Lowe tried to minimize the coincidence of the two sequences:
"They work so well to further the
story. They are plot devices. The
videotaping in the movie is to capture what happened in order to get
somebody. If (the story) had taken
CO111111111111)

WI% ICC to as old

Jazz world loses singer
LOS ANGELES (API
Legendarv ian ocahst Sarah Vaughan, know it tor an individualistic,
flowing sty le peppered with bebop and scat characterizations.
died of lung cancer, her manager
said yesterday. She was 66.
lite greatest singer of the
world just passed away:* her manager and friend Harold l.evy said.
Vaughan turned 66 just eight days
earlier.
Vaughan died at 10:30 p.m.
Fuesday at her home in the Hidden
Hills area of the west San Fernando Valley. She had been 111 for
nearly a year and was released
front Cedars-Sinai Medical Center
hours before her death.
"Now that she’s gone. there’s
no one to measure great singers
with." said entertainer and jazz
aficionado Bill Cosby.
Vaughan was survived by her
87 -year-old mother, Ada, of Los
Angeles and her daughter. actress
Paris Vaughan. Plans tor a Los
Angeles memorial service and a
Newark, N.J., funeral were incomplete. Levy said.
Vocally. she was a giant
singer." said Mel Torme. "Had
Sarah decided to go another way
she would have been a great legit

singer. She could have done opera.
for instance.
"She, among very few others I
could think of. had a very extemporaneous way of singing. She
never sang a song the same."
Fellow scat -style jazz legend
Ella Fitzgerald was too overwhelmed by the death to come to
the telephone at her Beverly Hills
home.
Vaughan had been admitted
March 31 to Cedars-Sinai Hospital
in Los Angeles. but was released
hospital
earlier
Tuesday.
spokeswoman Paula Correia said.
Los Angeles Times jazz critic
and longtime friend Leonard
Feather, in his hook "Encyclopedia of Jan in the Sixties." described Vaughan as "the most important singer to emerge from the
hop era."
Detractors were irked that some
of her record hits, such as "Brokenhearted Melody" in 1958 and,
much more recently. "Send in the
Clowns." were pop instead of jazz
and some said that she sacrificed
emotional depth and textual meaning to aural gymnastics such as
swoops through her register and
embellishments. Lyrics were never
as inwrtant to her as music.

place 70 years ago. I would have
found a diary."
Lowe was originally cast in the
Spader role, hut he opted to play
the evil Alex. fashioning hint after
classic villains from lago to Gordon Gekko in "Wall Street."
"Bad Influence" was in preproduction when the Atlanta scandal broke. Lowe was attending the
Cannes Film Festival and returned
immediately to confer with Tisch
about continuing with the film.
"We had to do the movie." he
said. "Everybody was committed.
It was still as viable a piece of
material as it was before. Nothing
had changed as far as the movie
was concerned.
"So I never looked hack in that
sense. It only made us more concerned that we couldn’t let what
was going on in my personal life
affect my professional life. ...
know that the performance would

SUPRO

not he what it is without the emotional ammunition I got in going
through such a tough summer."
Whether "Bad Influence" succeeds or not, it’s likely that Rob
Lowe’s persona. both on and off
screen, will never be the same.
During his brief film career, his
striking good looks often cast him
as a somewhat wimpish yuppy. In
his personal life, he was known as
a supporter of envinmmental and
liberal causes and companion of
such beauties as actress Melissa
Gilbert and Princess Stephanie of
Monaco.
Lowe was horn in Charlottesville. Va., and grew up in Dayton.
Ohio. where he surprised his attorney father by announcing at 9 that
he intended to become an actor.
Her appeared in 30 stage plays by
the age of 12. then his family
moved to Los Angeles. At IS he
appeared in a TV series, "A New

Kind of Family": at 18. he was
picked by Francis Coppola for
"The Outsiders."
"St. Elmo’s Fire" provided his
first adult role, as a burned-out sax
player. then came "About Last
Night" and "Square Dance."
which won him a Golden Globe
nomination as a mentally disabled
young man.
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jazz line that complements the
words to perfection.
With a wide variety of new
bands continually hitting the music
scene. Janata lacks the originahi

The band, drawing on
many sources, sounds
similar to Aerosmith.
to stand up to the competition.
"Younghlotxl" and "Mrs. Gray"
are the only exceptions to the generally mundane songs that the band
produces. Janata tries to offer an
innovative approach to music, but
fails to deliver.
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Planting
for the future
Volunteers pioneering
in forest restoration
By Kevin J. Well
Daily staff writer
The roots of new trees and a pioneering idea
planted hope for the future of the nations forests this
past weekend and brought together the environmental
spirit of friends.
In an old almond field adjacent to Kopta Slough.
about 20 miles South of Redding on the Sacramento
River. the Nature Conservancy organized the volunteer efforts of SJSU students and friends to establish a
method of reforestation never before attempted.
The volunteers planted nearly 800 Sycamore
trees and laid Out more than 35,000 feet of drip-watering hose on a hot Saturday afternoon, work that would
have taken a four or five conservancy group members
weeks to complete.
"It’s a real bonding experience because we’re all
working real hard and not getting paid." Darian
Regan, an engineering senior, said at the end of the
day.
Speaking to the group of about 50 volunteers,
Steve Shunk. the organizer of the group, proclaimed,
"We’re going to have reunion in 10 years to see the
results of the planting."
"The restoration of trees is a pioneering technology. This is an experimental project," said Tom
Griggs, a restoration ecologist for the nature conservancy.
The experiment is an attempt to replace the natural habitat that had pies iotisl ev isted by planting
trees that are indigenous to the area.
"To do it in a wildlife setting is the real challenge," Griggs said. The trees wouldn’t survive if
they were simply planted in the ground and left alone.
The natural predators of the trees jack rabbits,
deer and star thistle weeds require a delicate and
planned approach to planting.
After the tree seedlings are planted a heavy paper
cover with an opening in the middle is place over the
plant to prevent the weeds from growing near the
roots.
A biodegradable netting is carefully placed over
the plant and staked down to prevent the animals from
eating the leaves.
For future projects, the trees will be planted in
rows far enough apart to allow farm equipment
through.
"The farmers can plant beans between the trees
and make the land productive for them," Gri2gs said.

1

Kelley Chinn

Daily staff photographer

ti),cantore seedling is planted
The trees will then create enough shade that will shut
out the weeds.
"We save dollars by integrating because the
farmer makes money and does the weed control and
gets cash off the land." he said.
The almond orchard was abandoned in 1986 after
frequent flooding ruined the crops.
"There is great soil, great farming but it floods
so no one wanted a," said Greg Sutter, a technical
consultant for the conservancy. Sutter was contracted
from Jones-Stokes Associates. an ecological development company, to provide labor and assistance to
the conservancy.
The land was purchased from the hank by the
conservancy and is one of many projects the group
will complete throughout the state.
"The goal is to add acres and connect adjacent
blocks of forest with a habitat corridor." Griggs said.
The corridor will he a place for animals turkeys. for example that have a nesting season at this
site. "They can only leave through one direction in
July." the time when they migrate North. he added.
Funding for the projects comes front foundations
and private organizations. "People are very willing to
donate," Griggs said. "Restoration is a very salable
idea because people in the area are really concerned
about returning land to its original habitat."
Some of the funding comes from lease payments
from the 37.000 acre Dry Creek Preserve that is about
five miles west of the slough. A grazing payment
from that area is spent on the land along the slough.
The conservancy has planted close to 100.000
trees and "raised tens of thousands of dollars for the
Rrojeels." Griggs said.

Kelley Chinn Daily

Laura Chun
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Pete Bugnatto places biodegradable netting artaind a young ,yeurnore tree

staff photographer

I echoic:II adviser Tom Griggs front the. nature conservane shows student iitu Meer!: the old al nuuuuuul orchard land sr here the seedlings are to
Ire’ planted.
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Hundreds of feet of hose had to be laid out in order to keep the oung seedlings watered
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Latino population rises

Quality time

campaign, George Bush promised
to appoint the first Hispanic Cabmet member. President Ronald
Reagan heat him to the punch by
selecting Lauri) Cavazos as education secretary.
Bush kept Cavazos on. and also
’We don’t want to picked Manuel Lujan as interior
secretary.
change America,
Americans of all backgrounds
come to enjoy the music of
we just want to be have
such groups as Gloria Estelan and
Miami Sound Machine and Los
part of it. We
Lobos. The song "La Bamba" enwant to be as
joyed a recent revival as the tale
track from a movie about the lite
Americans
much
and brief career of the late singer
Ritchie Valens Valenzuelal.
as anybody else.’
Ricardo Montalban. meanwhile.
Eduardo Pena,
became a widely seen spokesman
chairman of the League of for automobiles on national teleUnited Latin American Citizens. % ision.
The Census Bureau, preparing
for the 1990 head count, is telling
panic Affairs.
"The Hispanics are angry. Hispanics: "Ilagase C’ontar."
They’re hurt. They’re upset," he make yourself count. It’s something Hispanics already are doing
says.
Ow also pointed to moves to at the cash register.
"Corporate America has redislimit immigration and exclude illegal immigrants from the 1990 (’en- covered the Hispanic market... a
sus as areas of concern to I lispan- lot of major corporations are targeting advertising to Hispanics."
ics.
Pablo Sedillo, director of the says 1.1sa Navarrete. spokeswoman
Secretariat for Hispanic A ffiars. for the National Council of La
says, "When they get here they Raza
hispanic food has also become
encounter di scriminat nil, exploitation. in a land that the) thought more popular in major cities where
Mexia variety of restaurants
was free, a land of opportunities."
Problems are even greater for can. Cuban, Salvadoran and others
reflect the local Hispanic comthose arriving illegally, since they
lack documents that ease the way munities.
Mexican tops the list. The reinto jobs and face the continual
threat of being discovered and de- search firm Packaged Facts reports
that 38 million households eat
ported.
But legal or illegal. the influ- Mexican foods, sales of which rose
ence of Hispanics on American 55 percent between 1982 and
life, business and politics is unde- 1987.
Kraft’s k’elseeta now conies in a
niable.
Between 4 million and 4.5 mil- spicy Mexican version, jalapenolion Hispanics were registered to flavored potato chips are sold navote in 1988, and they were openly tionally, and farmers in New Mexcourted by Spanish-language ads ico report doubling their crops of
in local newspapers and broadcast chiles between 1977 and 1987.
media.
Early in the 1988 presidential

Music, language of Latinos and
Hispanics influence U.S. culture
Vs ASIIIMi ION (A1’1
the Latinization of America. Comprende usted?
For instance, in a martial an,
movie on cable television the
Oriental warriors speak Spanish.
In California. the telephone
conmany puts out special yellow
pages. in Spanish.
In New York City. a growing
number of bus and subway ads for
familiar products are in Spanish.
and all the safety instructions are in
English and Spanish.
And a major American movie.
"An American Tail," was recently released simultaneously in
Spanish and English versions,
whereas in the past a Spanish version would have appeared months
after the English release.
More and more. Spanish is
heard in America’s big cities. becoming common enough to be
used in business and on ballots.
The number of Hispanics in the
United States surpassed 20 million
last year. and is rapidly growing,
according to Census Bureau estimates. Hispanics now compose
8.2 percent of the U.S. population.
"I believe that we see ourselves
in the same light as previous immigrants ...the Irish. the Italians. the
Germans who came before." says
Eduardo Pena, chairman of the
League of United Latin American
Citizens.
"We don’t want to change
America, we just want to be part of
it. We want to be as much Amencans as anybody else."
Yet as they try to assimilate into
U.S. life, many Hispanics feel
"their Americanism is being questioned" by efforts to make English
the official language of the United
States, says Ronald() Cmz, associate director of the U.S. Catholic
Conference Secretariat for His -
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Life expectancy on
the rise in America
Jim Mohs

th-old
Roxanne Newman plays with sixdaughter. Anne, while the in wait by Sweeney

Daily staff

photographer

Hall for Anne’s two-and-a -half-year-old sister,
(’hers I. who is in preschool at SP-4 .

Board delays decision on
requiring facts on labels
OLYMPIA. Washington (AP)
-- The Washington State Liquor
Control Board has again delayed a
decision on whether to require
brewers to include on their labels
thc-alcoholic content of their products.
The hoard originally had proposed a regulation that would require alcohol content labels on
brews with 4 percent or more alcohol t7 weight.
But following a public hearing
on Wednesday. board members
Paula O’Connor and Mike Murphy
voted to amend the proposed regulatitin to require labeling of all
brews regardless of strength.
Most beers are less than 4 percent alcohol. Most ales, stouts and
malt liquors are over 4 percent.
The controversial regulation has
pitted brewery against brewery.
Opposing the regulation were
two of the giants of the industry.
Anheuser-Busch. brewers of BudWeiser, and Miller’s. Also opposing the regulation was the Pabst
Brewing Co. of Olympia.
Loading the charge in favor of

labeling was the Rainier Brewing
Co. of Seattle, the largest brewer
in Washington, and assorted safety
and alcohol treatment professionals.
Mothers Against Drunk Driving
stayed on the sideline, notifying
the board that it would not take a
position.
Federal law, adopted in 1935.
forbids alcoholic content labeling
on beer, but does allow states to
order such regulations. That law
recently was found unconstitutional, but is on appeal before the
10th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals
of Denver.
Rainier President Bruce Vaughan strongly supported labeling. It
was Vaughan who suggested the
amendment to require labeling of
all brews.
Vaughan told the hoard that a
study commissioned by his brewery showed that nine out of 10 respondents favor labeling.
"In short," he said, "beer
drinkers want to know how much
alcohol is in their beer. They want
to know this infonnation because

they are concerned about the
amount of alcohol they are consuming as part of their beer."
And he took exception to what
he said was the belief on the part of
many that there isn’t enough alcohol in beer to matter, or that the
difference in alcohol among beers
is unimportant.
"They’re wrong," he said.
"Today we measure blood alcohol
content levels in the hundredths of
one percent. At nine-hundredths
you’re legal, but at 10-hundredths,
you’re a criminal. One beer can
make the difference."
Anheuser-Busch spokesman Bill
Fritz argued briefly that adoption
of the regulation would mean
added expense to out-of-state breweries that would be passed on to
the consumer.
He focused his arguments on
what the said could become a
strength war between breweries.
His argument was seconded by
Jim Riley of Pabst. "If there is a
labeling regulation, we just might
raise our alcohol content a bit."
Riley said.

ATLANTA (AP) Life expectancy in the United States has
never been higher. but disparities
remain between whites and blacks,
federal researchers say.
Overall U.S. life expectancy
rose to 75 years, according to 1987
data, the Centers for Disease Control reported Thursday.
That was up 0.2 years about
from 1986, said Ken
73 days
Kochanek, a statistician with the
CDC’s National Center for Health
Statistics in Hyattsville, Md.
The life-expectancy concept
means that someone born in 1987
would live, on the average, 75
years. Women, on average, outlive
men by 6.9 years.
Overall, Americans can now expect to live about 12 years longer
than they could expect 50 years
ago; the life expectancy rate in
1940 was 62.9.
But while average life expectancy for whites was 75.6 years
up slightly from 1986 life expectancy for blacks was 69.4
years, same as the year before.
And though the nation’s mortality rate was down, annual black
death rates were 50 percent higher
than for whites 778.6 per 100.000 blacks, compared with 511.1
for whites.
The greatest single disparity in

$10
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*Sculptured Nails
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Overall, Americans
can now expect to live
about 12 years longer
than they could
expect 50 years ago.

$25

Each

death rates was for death by homicide. The black homicide rate in
1987 was six times higher than that
for whites, the CDC reported.
Meanwhile, the nation’s overall
mortality rate in 1987 the latest
year for which analysis is available
fell to a record low of 535.5
deaths for every 100.000 Americans.
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Dumbo fun ride goes goofy
NAMilM. Calit I AP) Disneyland’s aging Dumbo the Flying
Elephant ride broke while in use,
slightly injuring a teen-age girl A metal support beam
passenger and causing park offisnapped and caused
cials to estimate a month-long elosrtre for repairs.
the fiberglass
-A metal support beam snapped
elephant
car carrying
and caused the fiberglass elephant
car carrying the girl to fall no more the girl to
fall.
titan 5 feet to the ground. Disneyland spokesman Bob Roth said
Tuesday of Saturday’s accident.
."’Wear and tear is what it
afnounts to." Roth said. "We’ll
have to wait to see what work
needs to he done hut it’ll be closed humped nose and minor bruises,
at least a month
Roth said. She was taken to a local
The 13-yearold girl, who was hospital and returned to the park
not identified. s% as treated at Dis- later in the day.
ocyland’s tn.! aid station for a
The Fantasyland attraction is

among the oldest in the 35-yearold theme park. Fiberglass elephant cars rotate around a pivot
and passengers in the cars manipulate a lever to make the cars move
up and down.
The ride often is swamped by
lamilies with small children who
wait in line more than an hour for a
few minutes in the flying pachyderms made famous in a Disney
animated feature of the 1950s,
"It was due for a major rehabilitation in about a month," Roth
said. The ride is overhauled once a
year by Disney technicians, he
added.
A family of three suffered
scrapes and bruises in a similar accident on the Dumb() ride a year
ago. Roth said.

It’s time you gave yourself a GSE
If you’re sexually active, you should know about the
GSE GSE stands for genital self-examination Its
a simple examination you can give yourself to check
for any signs or symptoms of a sexually transmitted
disease Send for your free GSE Guide today Because when it comes to sexual relationships, there
are some important things to look out for
To receive your free GSE Guide, simply fill out and
return the coupon or call, toll-tree, 1-800-234-1124.
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Deregulation brings higher fares
Bush urges Iraq not to use
chemical, biological weapons
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ASH1NG 1 ON 1AP) President Bush. in a sharp ressinder
to Saddam Hussein’, threat
against Israel. is urging the Iraqi
president to "forget about talk of
using chemical and biological
sseapons.’’
Bush. hack from a two-day
political swing, was conferring
Wednesday with West German
Foreign Minister Hans DietrichGenscher and hearing from Japanese Prime Minister Toshiki Kaitus emissaries on how Japan
plans to open its markets to U.S.
exports.
The president also was presenting a crystal apple to the national teacher of the year and,
weather permitting, taking to the
White House tennis court for
doubles with pros Ivan Len&
John McEnroe and Andre
Agassi.
Bush. flying between political
speeches in Indianapolis and the
Detroit area on Tuesday, expressed concern about what he
called
Hussein’s
"bad"
statements. Hussein said Monday he has the power to destroy

WASHINGTON I AP)
A new
study concludes that airline deregulation has brought higher fares,
more danger and less servoce, and
recommends a federal commission
to regulate all modes of transportation.
The recent report published by
the liberal Economic Policy Institute called for price setting within a
range that would prevent airlines
from overcharging in thin markets
or undercharging to drive out competitors on heavily traveled routes.
The study called for airlines to

others were arrested in London
List week on U.S. charges of try :rig to ship nuclear triggers to
Baghdad.
Bush said he has seen "no evidence- that Iraq now has the
newest generation ol binary . or
Ro-stage. chemical weapons.
The president was savoring
two
congressional
victories
Tuesday: a House vote for S720
million in aid to Panama and Nicaragua and Senate passage of
the first new clean air standards
in 11 years. But the senators
were not expected to heed his
plea to pass the Panama-Nicaragua package before leaving town
Thursday for a 12 -day Easter recess.

President ( wiirge Bush
till, Ill (I ff111

IP

"half of Israel" with chemical
weapons if the Israelis attack facilities in Iraq.
"This is no time to be escalating tensions in the Middle East."
said Bush. He urged Hussein to
"forget about talk of using
chemical and biological weapons."
Israel bombed an Iraqi nuclear
reactor before it was completed
in 1981 . Two Iraqis and three

he limited to one huh operation to
avoid a system that its author, Paul
Stephen Iknipsey . said has -destroyed the inherent advantages ot
the air transport s) stern ’

Dempsey said it is cheaper to
take a taxi from Kansas City to St.
Louis than to fly at full fare, and
that many !lights take much longer
than they did several years ago because so many pass through huh
airports.
"The time has come to reconsider the experiment of airline de-

regulation," said Dempsey. a LP serial) ot Denser protessor
supported deregulation in tho Lite
1970% when he was a lamyescrti.
the now-delunct
Aeronautic,
Board.
Iknipses’s study challenged or ports h) the ’transportation 1)ofte4mem and the airline industry4bt
hail deregulation as a boon 104-

’
"The phenomenon o. jet lag
I Ito
been replaced hy the phenoinippn
of hub lag." said lkiiipsey
’or
.
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Bush dismissed Senate Democratic Leader George Mitchell’s
complaint about the administration’s "jigsaw puz/le" approach
to liweign aid.

5644N,P4L. MEAL(’.
UV Tv WEIR Mi.
BOTTD$15 TX).

"There’s no jigsaw puzzle, Bush told reporters aboard Air
Force One. -These are laserlike, urgent requests. ’

Funhouse

East and West collide
BONN. West Germany (Al’)
Germans arc not only steering
themselves toward unification,
Drivers from the two German
states arc also crashing into each
other at an alarming rate.
There have been about 10,000
Jecidents between West German
And East German vehicles since the

start of the year. the IRA associaof West German auto insurers
said Wednesday.
Before East Germany opened its
borders in November, the average
annual rate was about 4,500,
according to the insurers’ group.
Insurance settlements are often
complicated by the nations’ differ-

literally

Aaron Malchow
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ent laws.
HUK said it and East Germany’s
state-owned insurers have agreed
to streamline their claim procedures to make awarding of settlements simpler and quicker.
HUK did not say how many casualties there were in the 10,000
crashes.
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Classified
ANNOUNCEMENTS

ATTENTION

AVON". Buy or .11

Cali me today
ilocal Avon Rep) 8 I will send a
hook to your home or business’
Super

specials for everyone
Share the book with family coworkers 8 Mends & r..u, up to
50% 00 on your own order’ Thank
rou Also good part-time income
’or the holidays Call JANE at 2515942
00 FOR THE GOLD’
All this week. slop by the
Student Activities 8

clues lo help you find the
5200 Grand
Golden Egg
prize certificate and many other
Funded

Students

-

by

Associated

co-sponsored

PLAN NOW FOR PAID employment in
the Fail 1990 semester If you
0,0414 like to work with hand.
pied children in a school selling for up to 20 hours per week
nest school year. this is your op-

ATTENTION GROWING SALES TEAM
needs sales reps IMMEDIATELY

portunity Pick up an applIctstion
form in Sweeney Hall 204 or the
Educatton Orrice

Flex hrs Call 720-0185
ATTENTION HIRING’ Govt lobs ’your
area S17.840’$69.485 Call 1-6021138.8885 ext 114250

Cooperative

Building 0 You must be able to
work during school
hours

BRIDAL MAGAZINE looking for Cr...
tive writers This is a great opportunity for those interested Con-

by

Spartan Shops 924’5950 for more
information.
KNOW WHO IS WILLING to pay for
your expertise, knowledge in your
study. field of interest or hobby
57 95 tells you where logo 8. what

CHILDCARE

POSITIONS

SECURITY OFFICERS
NEED CASH’
CAVE SECURITY is hiring for full

AVAIL.

ABLE. Fuli & part time perm..

end part time positions
All skins available

nent 8 summer positions References required. Northern Calif
Nannies, 4546 El Camino Real

CAVE SECURITY
1700 WYATT DR., SANTA CLARA
Call 146-2283 8-4 PM for info

suit. V. Los Altos 1415) 949-2933

SECURITY OFFICERS
officers and messengers All shifts, FT PT we will

staff
CARE
COUNSELOR DIRECT
needed al local residential facill

Security

ties for young adults 8 adolescents with autism 8 related disk
Whiles FT 8 PT positions avail
Starting

56-58 25 hr

Call

train

110266. Campbell. Ca. 95008

1

WASHINGTON

SQUARE

FED
ERAI_ Coedit Union Cl (408) 5477373
STUDENT

DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll now! Save your t.th eyes

and money. too

Cleanings and
office visits at no charge For bro.
churls see AS office (Student
Heefth Center) or call (408137i
6811 In San Jo.
THE SAN JOSE KIWANIS CLUB is
looking for interested members to
westablish Sen Jose Circle It
Club Plea. cell Richard Robin.
son at 534-1003
U S.S BOXER REUNION
Was your Father. Grandded,

posolions needed in

CRUISESHIPS
NOW
HIRING
for
spring, Christmas and next sum.
mer breaks Many positions C11

Union

Stud.I
15-20 hrs per week Basic me.
chanical skills needed
Posl.
nonts) may become full.Ilme In

EARN BIG BUCKS

students Gain great business ex
earn up to 54000 and

STUDENTS’ Start to earn NOW with
my 7.500k business kg Real re’

powerhouse your resume as you

sults Free details E Henderson
Publications. 146 S. 101h St. Ste

sell ad space and help publish
your schools edition Campus

STUDENTS’ Start to earn NOW with
my 7 book business All Real re-

hundreds of students Full or pad
firm positions available

Publications, 146 S 10Ih St. Ste
7 San Jose. Ca 15112

Guide

Call

1-602-838-8885

est A4250
SEIZED CARS. TRUCKS. 4.whoelers.
TV s. stenos furniture, computers by DEA. FBI, IRS and US cue.
tor.

Available your area now
Call 1-805-682-7555. est. C1255
49 DODGE CORONET, Mask. runs
gr.t, prig owner. under 1006
ml . 12000 1415) 948-1403

COMPUTERS
INFERNO BEIS
300 1200 2400 baud. M.in
Inch A IBM libraries, 25 phone
lines. multi -um*, chid (408) 395.
.N1

3721
9035

(408) 395-5378. (408) 929’
1415) 964-8063 (415) 854)-

87413

FOR SALE
106 SAL E. JANET JACKSON tickets
tor April 281h 29th
Beet offer
CO11415)352.4081
MATTRESS

SETS. BEDS. NEW’
Twin set 579 full sot 589, queen
set 1139 king set 1179 For both
P.c.’ Bunk.. 099, Day bed.
599 5 pc bedroom set 5199
Desk S74. dressers 179 cheats
549. bed-fram.. delivery" (4151
745.0900

HELP WANTED
ATTENTION

EASY WORK. esclnl
17.1, Assemble products at home
III 602-838-8886 eel W.
DiII
4250

STUDENTS
WE WANT YOU FOR the lob’
BEST PERSONNEL recruits for
data entry clerks, typists. word
processors, receptionists gen-

at 18001342-5118
EARN EXTRA CASH easy 8 profitable
to sell Great fund raiser Ft 8 M
Enterprises, Box 502, Gridley, Ca
95948-0502

e.

positions
Pay rates
vary depending on mb skills and

work esperience Call us TODAY
for your summer or future erri
ployrnent Call 984.1340. never a

STUDENTS.
WE WANT YOU for the Job’
BEST PERSONNEL
r.rults for clorlcal and t.hntcal

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
WE TRAIN YOU
All shifts available
Full M. and Pert lime

positions for your summer and to.

SUMMER

Fee, PERSONA 14081453-0505

Sunnyvale. call

which end of the brush goes In
the paint, CMS PEOPERTIES. an
esterior structural meintenance
firm Is hiring Most employe..
start .I 512 hr Permanent full
inners get over $30.000 annually
plus medical Chock us out More
information
apps 1474 Borger
Or . cross 0140 San Jose
SUMMER JOBS TO SAVE ENVIRON.
SIENT. Earn 0250043500 Na.
tionalcompoign positions to pass
Cleen All Act, stop toxic pollution lighten pesticide controls
stales 8 DC Interviews on campus 425 Call Kate loll?,.. et 1
800.75.EARTH
THE

BEVERLY HERITAGE HOTEL
Front Office Posgion Fest mice
work with people Flee Evenings
and weekends

quality people or you can record
your own m.sage And with our
vol. mail aervIce you dolt have
to leave your phone number on en
open II. Call (408) 9682523 for
free details Call today’ Someone
In wetting to m.t you’ (4061(415)

message

976-2002

MALE

NonSmolier

open

minded
roommote needed tor 2 hr. 2 1 2
bath Campbell townhouse, all
amenifies Call MIKE at 370-1824

ROOM FOR RENT. 0188 mo, kitchen
prIveteges, 1 2 0111, 1 blk from

18

only 52

deposit’ BASEMENT ROOM, close to campus
Call 283-0258

you end thank you and I can be
contacted at 924-1352
WATCH FOUND in SUREC
locker room Please call 1415) 656-

about activities. call Rev

Norb

PREGNANT, SJSU ALUMNI couple
wish lo adopt Financially secure
Lots 01 love to give Call Patti or
Bart any lime .1 269-1371

sorority, club or business by selling silk.screened TShirls with
your design or logo
Call BRAINSTORM
(415)962-8801
U S S BOXER REUNION
Was your Father. Granddad
Uncle, Cousin. Brother or Friend

PERSONALS

one of the 50.000 men who served
on the U S.S. Boxer CV217 11 .0

BARE IT ALL’ Slop shaving. waxing,
tweezing or using chemical

we are having 0100010.10 Pen.-

lodes

Let

me permanently re-

move your unwanted hair (chin
bik ini-lummy-moustacheback

cola. Florida in Oct The dates are
10th I lth. 1211, 8 13th For more
info call John Pigmen fit 14151
656-1497

etcI 15% discount to students X(
faculty Call before May 31 1990.
the Isl appointment is I 2 price
Unwanted heir dis.ppears rdth
my

care

GWEN

CHE LOREN.

E . 550-3500 1045 5
CC
Campbell
Ave

NEWMAN

BUTTONS.
CUSTOM

Beacon)
HAIR

TODAY GONE TOMORROW’’
CATHOLIC

COMMUNITY

MASS on Sunday evenings at
6 30 II 8 00 PM Campus Christien
Center, 10th 3. San Carlos For
more info about other activities
cell Father Bob Leger or Sister
Judy Ryan at 298-0204
FILES

Please apply in

person.1820 flarber lane,
talkintersisction 880 Montague
THE COLLEGIATE DREAM
820-5130
per hour part lime A dream come
true
Cleerbrook of Cellfornia
looking for marketing reps Call

from

TRAVEL
AIR FARE DISCOUNTS, I W A offers SJSU Students 10% off any

check Wordpro
5 I posts
cript la., printer Close to cin
Student
pus
P U. del
avail
discounts
EDP Services 270.

DESIGNED
FOR YOU

100. New York, NY 10025

Call now PAMELA e1946’3062

We -re fast. dependable, grammar
aware. both college grads Sp.Melly in Science and all English
subtects for trie.s paper* reports. resumes. etc Free pro..
ling disk storage 2514449

RESEARCH SERVICES
Tutoring, consultation 611109,.
phic materials end editing eery
ices Fins’ draught preparation

Prolessor

247-2681 8 am -8.1 for worryfroe
prolesaional dependable .rvice
CALL LINDA TODAY for sporkanced.
protessionai word processing
Theses, term papers group pro .l. etc All formats Including
API La.r printer Quick return
Trenscriplion services available
Almaden Branahrn area
Phone
264-4504
CALL MRS MORTON el 266.944610,
EDITING A WORD PROCESSING
01 10,01 papers research protects
& resumes
Will gladly assist
w grammar
punctuation
and

thesis

filers,

sentence structure

(knowledge.
ble on Turatigen APA IS Campbell
formals) Equipment used Word
Peeled A HPLaser Mall Consider.

Unwanted

lishing and Design now for ail
your word processing needs, We
nave spertonce In Wordperfect
Ventura DTP WORDSTAR ’Pa.

able business miperience and for
mer
English main,
WILLOW
GLEN area

genieker

AAA11.

Too many reports and vol
enough time, RELAX and lef ME
do the TYPING" Resumes 1.rn

PRECISION WORD PROCESSING’ 125
wprn Quality guarante.I Corn
pet... rates Term papers. tape

COMPUTER FAST ACCUPATE near
Hamilton
Cali
Winchester
A
SHIRLEY at 379-3519 52 per page
minimum 5 popes
ARE

resumes.

thorn.

ic a. etc Call 140811384-5203 Metall
LETTER QUALITY REPORTS. I.e.,
etc are easy on professors mama
erode conscious grad.. Very
reasonable rates Call RAJU at
1408)238-8759
LISA S TYPING 8
WORD PROCESSING SERVICE
14081984.5837
Term Papers Resumes
Theses

Personal Bus
Proposals

Reports

EXPERIENCED

punctuation grammar assistance
All work guaranteed’ Call PAM

TYPING

’Graphic
Scanning
Arts We proof all our work end
laser print It’ Call 923-3956

rnesaagei

Fast-Experl Dependable
Night Saturdays Rush

wordprocessing’ Term ’topers re-

STUDENTS I PROFESSORS
cell Picture Perlect Desktop Pub-

EDITORIAL

AND

ports group papers, bnorttes, let.
WS, theses. Mc Letter quality’ All
formals plus API SPELCHEK

Stales? Call tor low alr fares Ps,.
sonallmid service
Arlene 9973647

overheads,

mall formats) and Desktop Pub
lishing
Iresumes
newsletters
fliers etc Call PATRICIA in WIL-

Irniscription

ACADEMIC TYPING AT REASONABLE RATES - Need our help,
Cluailly and accuracy guaranteed

SAN DIEGO for EASTER
Wanted
people to share expenses in private aircraft ro SAN Diego on
April 711$ A returning on April
131h Call Erik at (408)370-2435

Professional Tech Editor wrth
English Degree Word Processing

legal papers mailing lists, itre9h,

over.

end color too’ Plus fast
turnaround and guaranteed wort(

ORLEANS JAZZ FESTIVAL.
Plane ticket for sale 1354. Aprll
26-May 2 For more information
please cell (415) 967-3532

1408)972-9430

for charts. grephs, slides

AFFORDABLE

WHERE DO YOU WANT TO GO’ Mew
ico.
Hawaii.
Europe,
United

TYPE

EDITORIAL
SERVICES WPPages
need polishing, Get help nom ri

mg, powerful graphics program
heeds

port NY Times, 8 Let’s Go’) For
details call (212)864-2000 or write
AIRHITCH 2790 Broodwey Ste

MADE

CW1(4061238-2321

CLINIC

SFO or LAX for no more than
1269. or from tl. Eaal C.at for
no more 1510 0198 wIth AIRHITCH
Id. (as reported In Consumer Re-

grades’ LA course you are A
neatly typed paper gets a higher
grade Error-fr. papers impress
mots For this quality cell WRITE

LOW GLEN 140131 28056118 (I..

checking, grammar check, edit

fare! Purchase your
student discount card now’ Also
ask about the T WA Getaway

resumes
&

Creative Products & Services
Many typestyles and designs to
Choose Front

El EC TROL YS1S

6014 EVELYN
A BEAUTIFUL PAPER EVERY TIME.
Wordprocessing to its fullest ca.
spel
printing.
pacify
Laser

publialsed

AAAAHA. LOWER RATES & HIGHER
satisfaction’ Are you a perfection.
1s1 when it comes to your reports

SERVICES

972-4992

Spell grammar

NEW

T-SH1RTS
Earn money for your fraternity

MN,
Laser

ABANDON THOSE FRUSTRATIONS’
Trust a pro Reports theses 10
sun.., letters
mailings, etc

you Call 370.5736 ask for LEE

HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS SUM
ME1377 Jet there anyllme from

San Carlos For more Information

Available
Beet

cessingWordPertect

LUTHERAN CAMPUS WORSHIP every
SUNDAY morning at 10 45 AM at
Campus Christian Center. 10th

MEN

3663

under-gred

eves weekends by
printer Call ANNA

NEED TO RAISE MONEY for your
club’ We have fund raising plan
that Nods the rest. at no cost to

credit card for you and your par.
ergs Call ANDY 01 243-2038

LOST & FOUND
THANKS TO THE PERSON who re!urn. Iho PINK WALLET to LOST
& Found Dept I would like 10 01111

probe 247-7488. 335 S Baywood
Ave San Jo.
MARY KAY COSMETICS Do you went
to have beautiful skin? 10% dik
count lo SJSU studenls Call

toll if

any

Firnhaber at 296-0204

5200 per month.

hair removed forever by specialist Confidential Your very own

Susie al 269-6288
HAS ROMANCE GONE from your life,
Now you can find lone, ’omen.
or edventure as easily as picking
up your phone 01.1 976-2002 lo
Sear six exciting messages from

Martha or please Nave complete

Located in the
Santa Clara San Jose Area
SERVICING

YOUR
WORD PROCESSING end Graphics needs ’
Call Kate al Technically TI13173
Term papers
14081 281-0750
Theses etc Laser printer Fret
grammar spell punc check Reasone. rates quick tumeround

TYPING - WORD PROCESSING
TERM PAPERS - REPORTS.
THESES. -.RESUMES
TNT COMPUTER PROCESSING
(406)972.1583
TYPING WORD

PROCESSING
fast.
.curale, reasonable All types of
papers Spell checking and proof
reeding Same day service Betty
247.8066 Sante Clara

WORD

PROCESSING Neer guar.
printing, [Copt. etc

14081223-6102
CECILIA
SI. hr S2 SO
Word
processing
page 05156.01151055’
WORD PROCESSING TYPING
Journalism graduate
Frn

On campus every day
spelling
punctuation
a
check
Laser printer

grammar

Also. Desktop Publishing
(408)217.3978
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promote recycling Avellable in 18

PART 11ME DAY
Public school teacher needed this
fall for high quality developmental
coop public school in Willow

people interested in Sales Acct
Eng, Adm. Support A Bilingual
English Japan.. positions Mn

laundry facilifies
s.urtty entrance carped ceble hook-up
780 S 11Ih St (nr 2801 5725.25 mo Call 188-9157. John or

RUSTY

post and change a bulb without
getting shocked, Do you know

SUPE R L OCOMOTION
(408)734.5279

PERSONA is part of en INT L NETWORK with offices worldwide in
the Flay Ares we re looking for

Me

SUMMER JOBS" Do you know 500 10
drive nail sass
board, glue pvc
pipe clean a gutter .1 a fence

OFFICE ASSISTANT
FT PT Temp positions in our mail
order calelog company
Duties include taking phone or

Is April 9th

at

1408)245 1911

ask for LEE

Glen Campbell area Call KELLY
al 377.1595 Application deadline

HERE

CiMmead Pkwy

NEED SALES PEOPLE 10 place display. In stores Complete gain.
ing set own hours Cell 370-5736

dire date entry and handling customer inquires Skills should in
cluckr good phone personality
basic typing skills and self initiative Will train Call Laurie at

FOR RENT. large 2 bdrm 2 belh, remodeled. clean and quiet Seco
rity building. off street parking,

EXAM

SCUPPER Business le booming’
Applications
being
...tied
Mon.Fro
2 30prn.5 00pm
1235

interviews g.m to 4 pm
Mond. thru Friday

(408)727-9793

IS

.arIng courses. KIT, Calculus,
DE, LA. Gen .5 0-Chern. Physic
elc 24 different books available et

1415)841-5036

lure Call 984.1340

Medical Otnitel
Vacation Plan

Santa Clara

and computer proWe also recruit for

technical

EASY MONEY!.
Up to $7 00 to Merl
WEEKLY PAY

Apply VANGUARD
3212 Scoll Blvd

office

grammers

8C664-0899

Positions in San. Clark Milpitas
N banjo,,

HOUSING

papers, Ills,. letters etc Grad

throughout USA Esam problem.
with professors own derailed so.
Ave... for 6 ongl.
lotion.

SPerten Bookstore )downstairs)
Roberts Bookstore

FOR LEASE Downtown Sen Jose ot.
lice or retail store 1100 sq ft
SI 000010
depost East Simla

sults Fr. Derails E Henderson

Call ROBIN Network Coordinator

envelope to Faire Income Ungin.
fled P0 Box 64899 Chicogo. III

sMzenil vehicles
from 5100 Fords. Mercedes. Cor
veg.. Chevy. Surplus Buyers

7, San Jose, CA 95112

Connection provides mg...lye
gaining materials and support
We on worked successfully With

wear. having a reunion in Pen..
cote. Florkla In Oct The dates are
10th. 111h. 1211$ 013th For more
into cell John Plgrnan
(415)

AUTOMOTIVE

Contact the Director s

Office 3rd Floor. Student Union

pertain.

EARN $1000’s weekly. Make 5500 lor
every 100 envelopes stuffed
stamped
Send sell.ackiressed

ATTENTION -GOVT

Summer

Campus Conn.tIon the top college magazine, needs ambitious

cont.! the Student Union DI
tor s Office

SJSU Call 971.2519

ASSISTANT

Uncle. Cousin. Brother or Friend
010, 01 the 50.000 men who served
on the U S.S Boxer CV1I7 If so.

656-1497

San Jose

STUDENT MAINTENANCE

448-3953

1.805-682.7555 net S-1062
PERSONAL LOANS up to 02500."
(Subiact to cretin approval) Call

7

ACUFACTS. Inc

260 Meridian Ave

(408)

to oak tor al local agencies who
will easier you free of charge
Phase send check to HART. Box

Apply In parson 24 hrs

day. a week

(408)948-1995 Mr Heggem
THE STUDENT UNION is now hiring
for custodial positions Maeca

Clara St 8 3rd St Call 238-6424

mornings and early afternoons

tact KRISTINA at (408) 292.5103

Ser vices Office
next to the Pub to pick up daily

prizes

Earn money readong
books, 531,000 year income po.
tongs! Derails 11)602-838-1885.
eel 1304250
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Smoke: Policy enforced
111111 ’Mtge I

ever spoke up and said. ’We don’t
want you smoking in the hallway ’
University’ workers and students
started to see notices posted on the
walls in the corridor and on the
benches, the newspaper delivery
bicycles and the ashtray.. explaining the violation of the state tire
marshal’s regulations All items
have since been moved outside
"first I lust thought 11 was the
maintenance crew,’ Norton said
about the furniture’s new home
Die benches and ashtray were
placed just outside the building on
a cement porch. Most of the people
that made use of the area moved
along v. ith the benches without
complaint because of the favorable
weather But with the return of the
cold weather in the fall, leisure’
seekers and smokers from this area
of the campus will have to go else Where.

"When the weather’s not ince
it’s going to be a bitch:. said IkmIse Arlen. another Admissions and
Records employee.
There are wooden benches in
Wahlquist Library North to accomodate the people who want to

study and whit. but the smokess
will have to travel a little farther to
find another smoking spot
SNIT President Gail Fullerton
along with the Academic Senate
passed the smoking policy May
16. 1983
The policy states that there shall
be no smoking in any SAC facility
"except in private. enclosed offices by consent of the assigned occupants of spaces specifically set
aside for smoking
Norton suggested that the umversity build some beix:hes around
the lew trees behind Walquist Library Central and hang sonic nets
wider the trees to keep the leaves
off of the students and employees.
Beyond making use of the
sparse clumps of grass. the area
could serve as a place for students
to read and as a designated smoking area, she said. "It’s just lying
there looking nasty."
When the Admissions and Records office was in Wahlquist Li’
tn,ui North, the hallway on the
first floor if the south end of the
building vt as the place where the
employees could take a break and
smoke, Norton said. ’’That’s
where they were allowed to
smoke," she said.

Party: Board to honor
those that have helped
From /rage I
dent Scott Santandrea said the pet)
ph: planning the party had done "a
great job in light of how much it
cost last year.’’
Walters said 19 plaques will be
given out, 12 Itir directors, three
for executives of the university and
!Our for students who have assisted
the A.S.
A.S. business administrator
Jean Lenart said the A.S. would
"shop around to find the best
price."
The directors have budgeted
S4(X) as part of the $930 to pay for
:heir awards.
The guest list for the party was
not available becuase students invited have not R.S.V .P.’d yet.
Two recently elected A.S. board
members expressed mixed reactions.

irii I don’t
"Honestly. at this
have an understanding of what the
...xpense is for so I have no comment." said A.S. president-elect
Arne/ Washington.
Recently elected Director of
Community Affairs Blair Whitney
said."There’s only $6.000 left in
the special allocations fund, this is
hull." Whitney said he would not
have voted for the measure and
would not vote for it next year if it
came up.
The payment "is a little excessive when so many groups are
turned away." said Whitney. "I’d
rather see something that recogni/es all sorts of (service)
groups - from fraternities to
clubs like (the enviromental club)
SAFER."

Speech: New lessons to be learned

Accredit
14011 !NW’

department had 2,(xx) transcripts to count fur one year
The survey reveakd that
the department Was out ot
compliance with the man
dard.
The department is in a difficult situation because. 75
iii 80 percent of the students
are J(’ transfers." he said
Blase also cited a report by
Leon Dom./. undergraduate
vice president. that. "the as
eragc of all the students are
in SJSU for six years."
In addition. "the school is
hound by state regulation to
keep (students) in the program in which they enlisted.’ Blase stated.
The department conducted
a re-evaluation of the transcripts and found sonic clerical errors that brought a number of the graduates back into
compliance. Blase wrote in a
draft letter for the department.
Another area where the de ’hutment was found out of
compliance was the poor
condition of the department’s
temporary location in Wahlquist Library North.
Dwight Bente! Hall. the
department’s former home,
is undergoing extensive restoration.
This came after the department requested the evaluation be postponed one year in
the hope that it would he
back in Dwight Bente’ Hall
in time for the evaluation.
Normally, the committee
evaluates accreditation for
schools every five years. but
the department requested that
it he pushed back a year
based on "the assurances of
the university that the construction would be completed
by this time." Blase said.
The committee’s report
cited many positive aspects
of the programs in having "a
strong,
professionally
oriented program that produces students who are competitive in the job market."
Blase quoted the committee
in his letter.

/ tom is,o;t
hecause of slavery . It dominates so
much we are not aware of." Dowd
said.
’The historian’s *ill is to help
the society understand its society.
not to be a cheerleader for the society . Dowd Said.
Another contradiction is how
students can get an commute degree without ever hearing the word
capitalism. "if you do hear it. you
probably won’t get any analySIS...
DIM d said Capitalism is the ha,:k_
hone of the . 5 . economy hut past
and future economists are not
being taught the meaning of a capi-

Some students and faculty said
they belie% oil there should he more
prat:sm. like Dowd on campus.
"We have to have public and
isiting lecturers to dicuss what We
should he discussing in the classroom." said Budd Anderson. psychology professor.
"De’s a critical thinker, some
people really hate him. lie’s incredible. said Claire Ruttier. a
graduating senior in political science.
"Ile has an understanding ot socloy that, it’s true. very Iew people have." said graduate student
\ talk !titmice

Underemployment rate will
be hurtful toward economy
NI (AP)
Al RI VI I<IJI
-- 1 he late 01 OlideleMplOyMent
lor Nic v wan -American men has
t2rown steadily worse in the past Is
’sears and that will hurt the national
economy in the future. a I:nisei.sit) of Ari/ona sociologist said Frilay
Roberto
Anda said that duriiit! the past decade. workeis of
m,
oligm !hoe in, ’cased 50
reit. cm in the L S. labor force
\t Ink white workers hat e gone up
I 2 percent.
Dc Anda. speaking at a panel at
the annual conference of the Natonal Association for Chicano
Studies, said he expects the trend
Ii ward more Me’. cut workers to
cont i nue .
But he said little has been done
itt look it he quality of the jobs

ssoikeis discouraged in csen
’OF ,1 oh, people Who %s td.,
lull time but still earn wages below
poverty let el, and part-time work cr, who would rather work full
nine.
’’Using unemploy mem rates
alone underestimate the expense of
lablir market hardship." which he
define/I as including underemploywent
His figure for underemploy fluent
in the past 15 years show s that
about a third of Mexican-origin
women were underemployed, or
about twice as many as white
women during the period .
His figures for men show that
the rate (if underetttplu is mein for
Mexican -origin males has risen
from 19.1 percent in 1 97 3 to 3.1.8
percent in 1988 and has gotten
100kMg

Ihe) arc gelline.

worse compared with ilic rate of

Dc Anda. t hose research did
nit dinerentiate between
born and immigrant workers, preseined figures conect mug the state

underemploy mem hit w hoe men.
"The Mesican-American work Mg class is losing ground." lk
Anda said

Anotho panelist. lose Calderon
ot the tillutils0 uut Cahlornia at
Los Angeles. said Hispanics must
detelop programs tor self-reliance
to fight the trend toward poten
and to look for inure opportunities
concessions
said
Calderon
gained by minorities in the 1960.
are losing ground in the 1980s bethere’s no ’supertrend" toa general civil rights
ward
movement.
Chicano employment inude
gains in the past 20 years in both
blue-collar and white-ciillar jobs.
but only 6 percent of Hispanic
workers are in managerial posit ions. %Micron said.
I le said the Ilispanic winnionily
must help Ilse’, by tapping its own
leadership. using Chicano think
tanks ihit alread esist :it some
inmeisines and iisnic us inherent
Common: power to get business to
ones! in education and sers ices in
the local community.

Gift limit increased by ethics committee
SACRAMENTO (API The
ethics conference committee decided this week to limit yearly gifts
to S250 instead of 5100 per giver
.ind apply that limit to condos in
Ilawaii or Vail.
The committee, consisting of
the Legislature’s top six leaders,

.Sti:g.g

postponed until Wednesday a final
vote on the compromise package
designed to implement the ethics
measure on the June ballot.
The lawmakers debated whether
the stricter proposed gill limit
would force them to be rude to foreign dignitaries and whether re-

SPRING

’
rAl

BREAK

stricting stays in other people’s
homes would prevent lawmakers
from being guests like regular people.
Legisl attire last September
put on the June ballot S(’A.1.2 by
Senate President Pro Tem Dion’
Roberti, D-I,os Angeles

1990

TONITE
Party of the Year
April 5
$.75 Kamikazes
8-10:30 P.M.
$1.50 Domestic Beer
8-10:30 P.M.

411..

.

talistic system, he said
ReiatISe We don’t understand
our SIX:149). We’re not condemned
to repeat it. we’re condemned to
make it worse:. Iowd said.
Although Dowd is emit:tied for
not being a mainstream thinker and
the administration. "really has
tried to tire me many times." students need to ask more questions
and find out as many different
iewpoints as possible. he said.
Dowd sail he hopes that students who heard his talk will he
more aware of the educational
traps they could fall into while getting a degree in.
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Kappa Sigma Presents Benefit
for Hemophiliac Society
(

You’ve Heard of Daytona and
Ft. Lauderdale... but Nothing is
Like Spring Break at
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